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ABSÏR^åCT

A stu4v was conducted from Lg77 to 1979 on herring eÍulls
(tarus arÉentatus) nesting on eliffs and ftatland at Kent

Island, New Brunswick, Canada. Previous studies had indieated
that nestin€f on cliffs required specialization.

overalr reproductive success $as not significantry
different between cliff and flat åreas: i_n both areas ZOl of
the eggs laid survived to the end of the period of hign
chick nortality. t{ithin and between habitats there was

considerable spatial and üemporal heterogeniüy in mortality of
chicks and egÉs. Infanticide end cannibalisn appeared. to be

much more importanü than criff-rerated causes of death in
chicks. It was concluded that reproductive success in herring
gurl coloni.es is less dependent on the general type of habitat
than on factors such as the ability of parents to protect their
chicks from attack, the density of neighbouring nests, and the
de$ree to which nesting temitories expose chicks to attacks by

ÉfulIs.

To measure the importance of vocal communj-cation in ehiek
survival, chicks were tested for their ability to respond

serectively to their parents' vocalizations. chicks rrere

praeed in cloth-covered eages and. their responses noted. to
their parents' and strangfers, "mevJ" calls, which usually
precede the feeding of chicks. signifieantly more chicks
responded to their parents' carrs than to strangers, earIs,
demonstratinÉÍ an ability by the chicks to recognize their
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¡tarents' calIs.

Sinulations of patterns of chick mortality were condueted

under varyinÉl eonditions of density and predation by

neighbours. These simulations revealed that when nesting
densities beeome high, and when feeding opportunities near the
colony favour preyin€! on chicks, survivar rates of ehicks
become e:cbremely variable. This variability is caused by the
posj-tive feedback nature of chain-reaction cannibalism in gulI
colonies. Flatland and criff nests would not be affected
differentially by this process.

Studies of breedinÉÍ biology in gulls could benefit frqm

early consideration of the potentially confounding effect of
patchy mortality on results.

The robust reproductive strategy of heruin€f Élulrs appears

to centre on protectinÉl chicks and controlling their Eovements,

reÉfardress of whether the ÉJreatest threats to survival of
chicks are cliffs or predatory neighbours.
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GENER.âL INTRODUCTION

fn the late nineteenth eentury, the herring gull (Larus

arÉentatus) was a rare bird along the eastern coåst of North

America (sturtevant pers. comm. in Kadl-ec and Drury 196g).

Since that time, the heming gull population of this area has

increased dramatically, doubring every LZ to 15 years between

19oo and 1970 (Kadrec and Drury 1968, 1969; Drury and Kadrec

Lg74; Kadlee 1976). The breeding conponent of the population
increased from less than 10, ooo to more than 1oo, ooo in 6b

years (Kadlec and Drury 1968).

The increase in abundance of herring gurls occumed in
three \eays. The range of the species expanded (Hairnan 1g68;

Parnell and Soots 1975). Existing coloni-es became larger
(Kadlec and Drury 1968; Drury and Kadlec IgT4). New colonies
beeame established within the old range of the speeies (Kadlec

and Drury 1968i Bongiorno and Swinebrod 1969). Similar
increases oceurred in other locations (Andersson 197O; Harris
1970; chabrzvk and courson 19?6; Davis and Dunn 19z6)

suÉtÉÍestin€i that, the increase in numbers during this century is
representative of the entire species, rather than of one

population.

These data indicate that the heming gulr is a successfur

species. Doubtless E¡any factors contributed to the species,

success, including opportunistic and catholic tastes in food
(Harris 1965; Ashnole 1971; Davis lg?bb). Another is the



ability to nest in rarge coronies (Paynter Lg{g; Brown 196T),

in sma1l coLonies (fngolfsson 1970i Burger t977), and

solitarily (Bent L92L; Godfrey 1966i Salt and WiIk 1966; JehI

and Smith 1970). of special interest in this thesis, however,

is the capacity of ùhe speeies to nest in many habitats. The

best-known breeding habitat for the herring gurr is probabry

the one in which TinberÉfen (1953) did so much work: partiarry
vegetated coastal dunes. However, heming gulls also nest

successfulry in habitats such as mixed vegetation along

coastlines and on islands (Nosevrorthy and tien 1976; Burger

Ig?7), salt marshes (BurÉfer tg?7r, coastal cliffs (l.lacphersqn

1961; I'lclannahan 1973; .{ndrre 1976}, islands in the Great Lakes

(Godfrey 1966), islands in prairie lakes (Thompson 1Bg1),

boulders in tundra ponds (ì'lacpherson 1961; Godfrey 1966; Jeht

and Smith 1970), islands in salt r+ater (Paynter 1g4g; Davis

1975a; Noseworühy and Lien 1976), arong flowing water in boreal

forests (Erskine L977), and even trees (Bent 1921). The use of
these habitats can be measured in deeades.

One aspecù of this list of breeding habitats is
inconsistent with available theories and data: nestin€f or¡

cliffs. From 195? to 19?5 several investigators attenpt,ed. to
describe the morphological and behavi-oural adaptations of
certain speeies to nesting on the ledges of cliffs (Cul}en

195?, Emlen 1963, Hailman 1965, Snow and Snow L967, Hail¡nan

1968, Mclannahan 1973, Hodges L974, Burtt 1975). CuIIen Élave

the impression ühat there was very little variation among birds

2



in their behavioural ad.aptations to cliff-nesting. AII of the

black-legged kittiwakes (Eissa tridactvla) she studied

apparently chose smalI, relatively inaccessible ledges,

recognized their ov¿n chicks late, if at all, handled their eggs

carefully, and produced chicks that became mobile at an older

age. CuIIen wrote before it was commonplace to provide measures

of variation in the frequency of occurrence of behavioural

traits (cf. chatfierd and Leuon 197o; Artnann and ,{ltnann

1977), so we have no direct measure of variation in her data.

sle ean infer, from the lack of quarifying remarks in curren's
paper, however, that the behaviour she observed was relatively
stereotyped. The table in which she suomarized differences
betçeen black-legged kittiwakes and ground-nesting gurls
presents the tr¡o situations as contrasting armost perfectry.

In the light, of this relative lack of variability, it
appears that cliff-nesting, as practised by black-legged

kittivrakes, is a precarious adaptive peak (wright lg3z).
fnplicitly, individuals that deviate from the optimal

combination of behavioural and physiological characteristics
are unlikely to reproduce successfully-

Other papers on the behaviour of cliff-nesting glr¡tls

(Hailman 1965, 1968; Maunder and ThrelfalL Lg72; Mcl,annahan

1973; Hodges r974; Burtt 1975) qualitativery and quantitativery
supported Cullen's thesis: nesting on cl-iffs requires a very
particular colrection of attributes, sharpry defined for each

species.



could this set of eriff-nesting "skirrs" deverop in some

groups of cliff-nesting herrinÉ gulls through learninÉf or

colony-specifie selection? Probably not, for although Emlen

(1963) and Melannahan (1973) reported that heruing gurr chicks
Iearned to avoid cliff edges, their experiments dealt with only
or¡e item in Culren's rong list of cliff-nestin€Í adaptations.
In order to develop genotypic specialization within colonies,
gene fror¿ between eoronies wourd have to be restricted, and

birds therefore wourd have to be exbremery faithfur in
returning to their natar colonies to breed. There is, however,

no evidence for stronel fidelity to natar colonies. tudwig
(1963) found that 4Ql of the youn€ survivin€ to fredging did
not breed in their natal colonies. Chabrzyk and Coulson (1976)

estimated that 651í of the survivinel younEl did not return to
their natal corony, and concruded that there "appears to be no

liklihood that herring gufl colonies consist of inbreeding
groups; there is clearly too much interchange. "

The above data ereate a paradox: the herring gull
apparently has no barriers to gene flow, yet it successfully
uses a wide range of breeding habitats, including cliffs, which

are coutmonly associated with extreme specialization.
The objective of this thesis was to resolve this parad.ox,

by studving the breeding ecology of herrinÉ elults that nest on

cliffs and flatrand on Kent rsland, New Brunswick. The first
question I asked was whether herring gulls in fact are adapted

to both habitaüs. rn PåRT 1 of this thesis, r tested the null

4



h¡rI¡othesis that there were no differenees in reproduetive

success between cliff and flatrand nesting¡ herring gulls on

Kent Island.

DurinÉf my study of survival patterns, questions arose

regarding vocal communication between parents and ehicks and

how communication Ínfruenced the movements of ehicks. rt
apPeared ühat there would be a selective advnntaÉîe associated

with the early development of parent-yourìg individual
recognition. This had not been documented in herring Êlulls
prior t,o this study, and its existence in ühis species has been

questioned recently (HoIley 1gS4). Examination of parent-youqg

eommunication in general, and of individual recogni_tion of
vocalizations in particular, eonstitutes PART 2 of this thesis.

Another questi-on which arose during the study of survival
patterns of chieks was the importance of cannibarism and

infanticide in herrinel Eturls. some studies (Davis and Dunn

1976, Burger 1984, schoen and uorris 1984, this study) reported

ühat these types of mortality occumed, oecasionally creating
large areas in which almost alr chicks were killed. This

mortality often occurred as a chain-reaction process, in which

parents who lost alr their chicks remained on territory and

preyed on neighbouring! chieks, creating more parents who had

lost arl t'heir chicks, and more predation on chicks, and so on.

I realized that these large patches of cannibalistic mortality,
interesting in their own right, eould be signifieant to this
study if they ldere to affect cliff and flatland nesting herrÍ-ng

5



gulls differentiarry. Because the patches r¿ere rare, it was

diffieult, if not inpossible, to measure their effects directly
in a statisticaì-ly reriable manr¡er- r therefore appried an

indirect approach, usinÉÍ computer sinulations to determine if
the occurrence of these patches could be expected to influence
significantly the overall- reproductive success of herrinÊJ elulls
in either habitat. This simulation study is reported in pART B

of this thesis-

6



PART 1: SURVIVAL PATTERNS OF HERRING

GTILL CHICKS ON CLIFFS åND FLÂTLAND

INTRODUCTION

As noted in the GENERAL rNTRoDUcrroN, heming gulrs have

been reported to nest on criffs and flatland, but no data have

been published on relative reproductive success within these

habitats in the sane colony. I tested the null hypothesis that
reproductive success is equal on ctiffs and flatland. The

paradigm existing before this study was that speciali-zation was

required for cliff-nesting- I therefore predieted the
rejection of the null hypothesis, with €lreater reproductive
success occurring on flatland. This prediction implies that
gurls use both optimal and suboptimal habitat in the same

region, an event arready documented for severar species (e.É.

Krebs 1971; Robertson L972]-, and linked r+ith a number of
aspects of biorogy, such as matingf systems (e.g. verner and

ItliIlson 1966 ) .

To conpare reproductive performance in cliff and flat
areås, measuring onry the contribution of the type of habitat,
I required study areas that l¿ere significantly d.ifferent in
habitat buü not significantly different regarding alr other
factors influencing reproductive success. The latter
consideration is important because studies of the breeding

biology of larids have shoy¿n t.lna|u factors such as location



within the eolony (coulson and Floorer 1976; Håymes and Blokpoer

198O; Pugesek 1983), timing of laying and hatching (Coulson and

White 1961; Chardine and Morris 1983), number of eggs in the

cluteh (Hamis 1964), ånd aÉfes of breeding birds (Davis lg7ba;

Ryder 1975; tlilrs 1973), ean cause differences in reproduction,

survival, or both. rn this chapter, I first tested to ensure

that significant differer¡ces existed betv¡een study areas with
respect to cliff and flat habitat characteristies. then r
ensured that' no confounding significant differences occurred

between habitats. Finarly, r tested for equar reproductive

success in these tr+o habitats.

Supplenentary to the analysis of reproductive success, I
tested for differences in the nesting behaviour of gurrs in
both habitats, to determine v+hether herring gulls compensated

for habitat differences by behavin€l differently at ctiff and

flatland nest sites.

B



T.IETHODS

THE SflIDY ARE.A

Location. Kent Island (44o 35' N, 660 46' W), one of the three

outermost islands in the Grand l,lanan Archipelago in Charlotte

County, Nev¡ Brunsr*iek, is approximately 24 l<Ã west of the coast

of ì'laine- The island is 2-BZ km long!, o. 17 - o.Bo km wide, and

approximately 6O ha in area (McCain et al. 1973).

Different esùimates of ühe number of pairs of herrinÉ!

gulls on the island have been reported: 15, OOO pairs (Paynter

1949), 17,OOO pairs (Pinlott 1952), 5,OOO pairs (Cannell and

l.laddox 1983), and a series of unpubrished aerial estimates,

cited in CanneII and Maddox (1983), extending from I,OOO to
10,OOO pairs. AlthouEJh herringl efulls nest almost ever¡rwhere on

the island, at varying densities, most of the pairs are on the

tvro hirrs, approximately 15 n high, on the southern end of the

island. My süudy area was located on the southern exposure of
one of these hills (Fig. 1).

f chose ùhe study area because it included flatland (Figs.

2, 3) and cliffs (Fig. 4). Both were on the periphery of the

col-ony. The study areå had the additional advantage of being

far from sources of disturbance which night seriously bias my

data. The dock, and the buildinÊls which housed about 10

people, \dere approximately 1.5 km north of the stud.y area.

The flat areå was relatively bare r+hen the breeding season

began (Fig. 2), but was covered by a dense growbh of conmon



Fig. 1. Kent fsland and vicinity.
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Fig. 2. Part

initiation.
of the flatland study ârea at the tine of nest
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Fig. 3.

present

Part of the fratrand study årea çhen chicks were
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Fig. 4. Part of the cliff study ârea.
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ragweed (Ambrosia artenisiifolia)
present (Fig, 3). In the cliff area

cracks and crevices vere abundant.

br¿ the time

vegetatiörì \+âs

chieks \dere

absent, but

Birds and I'lammals. The herring guIl is by far the most

Leach's storm-petrelconspicuous animal on Kent Island.
(oceanodroma leucorhoa) is also extremely abundant, but seldom

seen because it is nocturnal and nests in burrows. Obher birds
coülmon on the island are comnon eider (Somateria mollissima),
black guillemot (cepphus Én¡rle), greaü brack-backed. gulr
(Larus marinus), tree sv¡allow (rridoprocne bicolor), barn
swallow (Hirundo rustica) and savannah sparrow (Passerculus

sandwichensis). onry two of these species, the glreat black-
backed eNrr and the common eider, interact with herring gurls
to any significant degree- Approximately bo pairs of great
black-backed gurls nested on Kent rsland, v¿ith approximatety 10

pairs 1oo - 2oo u north of my study areå. These gulls prey on

herring gulr chicks (Paynter 1g4g). common eider ducklings are
preyed upon by herrinef ÉtulIs. The onry species of mammars on

the isrand were the snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) and the
muskrat (Ondatra zibethica) -

Flora- OnIy six families of ptants oecur on the southern hills
(McCain 19?5). On the rest of the island, which ineludes areas

of forest, ord fierds, and freshvrater and sart marshes, those
six families account for only 48l of the species of plants.
McCain attributes this lack of diversity and predominance of
weed species on the southern hitls to the constant d.isturbance

L4



created by thousands of gulls.

It¡e physical differences in soil characteristics betrpeen

the southern hills and the rest of the island âre eonspicuous.

on the southern hitls the water content of the soit is the
highest on the island (69. o1í) and the pH of ühe soir is the
Iovrest (4.93) (MeCain 19?5). fn 1b2 m of transects McCain

found only eight herb species and one shrub species. For
comparison, four L52 m transeets in old fields averagd 26 herb

species and three shrub species.

Brue aster (.{ster f oliaceus ) was the most common

herbaceous species on the southern hills. It had an importanee

varue (r.v.) (Grieg-smith 19BB) of 64.62 (Mccain lg?b). Nexb

in abundance nås coümon ragweed (r.v.=bB.oz) (Mccain lgrb),
follor+ed by sorrer (Rumex acetoserla) (r.v.=14.28) (Mccain

1975)- Red raspberry (Rubus idaeus) was the mosü commor¡ shrub,
eovering lar€:e areås hígher on the hills. r did not study
nests located in the pure red raspberry stands, prinarily
because of the virtuar impossibirity of forlor+ing bhicks as

they r+andered througlh the thick growth. Moreover, to visit a

nest in the red raspberry patches, one trampled a number of
stems around the nest. Each visit by an investigfator therefore
altered the cover afforded to ùhe parents, e€És, and. chieks.
In vegeüaLion that vras a mixture of blue aster, comrnon ragiweed.,

and red raspbemy, one could visit nests often, check the egigfs,

and search for chicks without appreciably alterinEf the
suruoundiog= of the nest.
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DATES AND DT]EATION OF FIELD WORK

My field seasons on Kent Island in lgTT and 1gZB, the
years v+hen r corlected data on survivar paüterns, lasted
from uid-May to the end of JuIy.

GETE"RAL CONDUCT IN THE COLONY

rt has been shown that for several species of gurls, the
behaviour of adults and the survi.vorship of eÉlÉls and chicks can

be altered bv the activiüies of biorogists seeking to stu{y
these quantities (Hunt L972, BurÊier lgr4, Gilrett et al . Lgrí,
Robert and Ralph 1975, Fetterolf 1gB3). Fetterolf,s data are
particularly relevant. He found a direcü relationship betvleen

the degree of disturbance of a corony and the number of
adoptions, disappearances of chicks, and deaths caused. by

pecking. fn response t,o these findings, and following the
advice of Duffy (1979), f am providinÉf more detail regarding ny

activities in the gull colony than was required previously in
methods sections.

I{ithin my study area, there v¡as virtually no disturbance
from other investigators. fn 1977 another investigator moved

throupfh the sea edge of the ârea to check black guillenot nests

or¡ce a week- He made every effort to avoid gutl nests and his
effec1¿ on the colony appeared to be negtigible- None of the
other biologists vrorking on ühe island conducted any v+ork
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within the study area or reÉíularry passed through it. rn tgr?

an assistant and I r+orked in the study area. rn lgTB ancl 1g?g

f was alone.

observations vfere carried out frou severar btinds, usuarry

made of r+ood. One, in 1977, was cloth. The cloth blind was

not used in later years beeause it moved in strong winds and

showed ühe shadov¿ of the inhabitant under some lighting
conditions. rn spite of the riabirities of the croth blind, it
did not seem to disturb birds more than momentarily- one nest,
located less than 1 m from the door, r¡ent through normal

incubation of eggs and carin€J for chicks

Fle praced blinds on or neår an edge of the stu{y area.

During our use of the blinds, we saw no indication that
disturbance from our presence consisted of anything more than

brief periods of alarm while v¡e arrived or reft. Most birds
stood, stepped off the nest momentarily, and. resumed

incubation. Many birds in the area overlooked by the blind did
not even glet off their nests. Fle did not observe any losses of
chicks or eggs v¡hile we entered or reft blinds- while we were

in the blinds, €fulls occasionatly saw a face at a vievrinEÍ hole

and stared at the blind- ff v¿e remained quiet and motionless

for a few moments the arerted gulr always adopted a more

relaxed posture (head not extended,. gaze not fixed on the

blind). These incidents rarely eticit,ed alarm ca1ls from the
alerüed birds,

some of our activities eaused eggs and chicks to be rost
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to neighbouring gulls. Ílalking through the colony occasionally
disüurbed a parent and arlov¡ed another 6furr to rob the nest.
This t¡r¡¡e of incident became less eommon as the breeding season

progfressed, probably because of inereased attentiveness and

habituation t,o our presence.

Our most disruptive activity r+as visiting nests to measure

characterisbics of the site, Iocations of chicks, and. survival
of eggs or chicks. This usually displaced both parents from

the territory. The t,ime until parents returned to the
immediate vicinity of the nest to stand guard varied
considerably. Fle often saw Íntruders land near a nest as w.e

warked awåy from it. Usuarly one of the resid.ent birds drove
off the intruder before any damage could be done, buü chieks
and eggs sometimes were attacked. t{e knev¡ of only two chicks
kilred because of our disturbance- on extremely hot days, or
on cold, wet days, the checking of nests r+as either postponed

untir the next day, or was conducted durÍng the mildest part of
the day. For exampre, on sunny, carm days, the nests vrere not
disturbed from 11OO h to 1600 h-

Because of the "noise" introduced into ühe data by the
above disturbaltces, visits to nests subsequent to completion of
laying were kept to the minimum number (approximately every

fourt'h day) that v¿ould provide a description of survival
patterns.

During haüching, when it was critical to id.entify the A,

B, and c chicks (hatching! from ùhe eggs raid first, second, and
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third, respectively), nests were sometimes visited more often
than every fourth day,. These visits Here made as quickly as

possible. This frequency of visitinef nests falls between

Fetterholf's "moderatery disturbed" (1 visit of I nin every z

davs) and "least disturbed" (1 visit). The number of adoptions

observed in this study (e.€- in 1978, only 1 out of L z chicks

in 68 nests) suggests that the disturbance of birds was as low

as is possible when data on survival over time are needed.

This rate of adoption is lor¡er than published rates (16 out of
119 nests) for some undisturbed colonies (Holley 1gB4)-

Every fourth day, r+hen ehicks Here handred to weigh the-m

and note their locations, there v¿as a risk of causinéJ the brood

to be spliù up or a chick to be kirred by another gurl

{Fettero}f 1983; this study}. To minimize this possibirity,
each chick r¡as first placed individually in a dark conùainer,

usually a large tin can, as soorr ås it v¿as seen. chieks almost

always remained quiet and motionless once inside the can.

After the chick's rocation and vreight were recorded, the chick
was returned to ühe can. After a few moments, the can was

lifted from each ehick as it sat on the ground. This proced.ure

usuarly left all the chicks in the brood exactly as they îfere

before the nest ças visited-

CAPTURING AND MARKING

fn 1977, âI1 chicks were marked çith fett pens (blue,

Elreen, and yerlow) on different parüs of their bod.ies. Each
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chick was distinct from all others in the same portion of the
study ârea. rn 1978, each chick r¡as marked v¡ith a unique

maskinÉ tape leg band on the first nest check after it hatched.

To allow the recognition of some adult €lulls, required by

arl three parts of this thesis, some r¿ere capüured. in the
study area either by by immobilizing then r+ith lights shined

into their eyes at night (iacklighting) or by capturing them

during the day in traps on the nest. Nests \{ere selected to
make the capturing as efficient as possible and to minimize
disturbance to neighbouring nests_ Jacklighting was;

ineffieienü, because one could nisidentify a bird and could.

frighten birds enough to disrupt their courting and territorial
behaviour- consequently only four birds \dere captured and

marked using this techni_que.

Funnel-type traps were used to capture zz incubating
birds. The traps were made from either chicken wire or
hardware cloth as described in weaver and Kadlec (1970). Early
versions \pere made without a floor. After one egéi vras cracked

by a parent and one egg was eaten by a gurr during the parent,s
absence, aIr traps were made with froors. No further eggs \{ere

Iost.

To facilitate handling, weighing, and markinEl by or¡e

person, and to reduce the possibirity of injuring a struggling
bird,, trapped birds r,eere restrained with a board and straps.

Each adult was marked v¡ith a standard u- s. Fish and

I{itd.rife service moner band. For sone purposes, gulrs also had.
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to be marked in a yray that ident,ified them at the nest.

Coloured Ieg bands were inadequate because they \dere not

visible when a bird was incubating and because the ve€Jetation

in ühe study area obscured leg bands even when a gull vlas

standing. r chose a nodified version of the nasal saddre or

disc (Lee 1958; Lindmeier and. Johnson lgb8; Erskine tg62;

Sherwood 1966; Sugden and Poston 196S).

The nasal marker consisted of four parts: tv¡o acrylic
washers, a stainless steel machine screw, approximately 2 nm by

2o mm, and a stainress steer nut. The threads of the central
12 mm of the screw were fited. off to prevent abrasion of the

nares. The washers, approxinately 1o nm in dianeter and 2 mm

thick, Here made in three shapes (square, circle, triangfle) and

four colours (red, yellon, blue, black). [{hen observing

resting guIls, r found thaü it was usuarly easy to observe both

sides of the bill, so r used different markers on the left and

right sides. This Élave a total of L44 individual combinations

of markers.

I{hen the narkers were appried, the nut was tightened unti}
approximately 1 mm v¡as left on each side of the bill. This

arlowed air and hypertonic secretions of the salt glands to
flow freely bety¡een the v¿ashers and the bitl. The nut was

roeked in place vrith an adhesive, usually an epoxy Érue. slhen

the marker was in l¡lace, the v¿ashers did. not interfere with the

cutting edges of the up1ler nandible
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COI.IPARISON OF CLIFF AND FLAT HABITATS

In Ig77, preliminary eriteria were drawn up for
classifieation of nests in cliff and flat cateÉfories. The L977

criteria Here nodified, on the basis of their satisfactory and

unsatisfaetory aspects during subsequent analysis, to g¡enerate

1978 eriteria. These 'r¿ere used for classification of nests

during the collection of data for detailed comparison of
survival and grov¿th of chieks.

ïn 1977, r measured the distance from the rin of each nest

cup to the cl-osest' cliff. T also measured the heights of ühe

nearest cliff and the tallest r¡ithin 3 m. rn naking thes-e

measurements, I defined a cliff as âny verüical 0r near-

vertical surface that would prevent a chick from returning to
its nest after it, had fallen.

This is not a common definition of a cliff, but is
appropriate in a functional sense. ff a chick cannot return to
its nest, it is likery to be poorly fed and shertered (if at

all) and probably be killed by a neighbouring gull (Davis and

Dunn 1976; Hunt and Eunt 1975). Thus a farl- over a cliff v¡hích

is 2 n high ean be just as likely to be lethal as one v¡hich is
over a cliff 1OO n high.

To coml¡are nestinEf hazards in the tr+o habitats, f
eonducted a discriminant function analysis (DFA) of nests in
cliff and flat areas in 1978, using five variabl-es r+hich could

be measured at each nest. Three of these variables measured

the pattern and density of neíghbouring nests, under the
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assunption that close neighbours can be more dangerous to the
young (Hunt and Hunt 1975; Davis and Dunn L976i Hunt and Hunt

1976). These variabres were: the distance to ühe nearest

neighbour (also measured in 79771, and the number of nests

v¿it'hin 2-5 m and r+ithin 5.O n (convenient metric approximations

of Parsons' (1976) radii of 7.5 ft and 1b.O ft. These measures

v¿ere made with a steel tape, from rim to rim of nest cups- I
created two other variables, the number of dan€ferous quadrants

and the number of safe quadrants around the nest, to measure

the inherent danEÍer or safety of the inmediate nest site in
terms r¿hich r¿ere not unique to one habitat t¡rpe.

To count dangferous and safe quadrants, r divided the area

around the nest cup into four quadrants of a circle with a

radius of 1.5 m. The quadrants were bounded by the
circumference and the east-west and north-south lines running

through the nesü cup. rf a quadranü in either habitat
contained an oper¡ area }arge enough to expose a chick located

there to a predator flying over the nest it r+as elassifÍed as

dangerous. The minimum diameter of an open area was set at
about 50 cr, a sj-ze found to be large enough to complet,ery

expose a heruing gulr chick rocated üherein. rn ühe cliff
area' a quadrant was arso classified as dangerous if it
contained a cliff rphieh v¿ould prevenü a fallen chick from

returning to its nest. The sum of all the dangerous quadrants

v?as recorded for each nest. T,ikewise, if a quadrant contained

a cave or å patch of vegetation dense enouÉih to provide a chick
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rfith a hiding place, it was classified as safe. The sum of the
safe quadrants for each nest was arso recorded. Note that a

quadrant could conceivably be classified as both safe and

dânÉlerous if it contained a large open area ¡ttd a patch of
dense cover or å cave. Thus the sum of the fl¡nÉferous and safe
quadrants for each nest does not necessarily equal four. The

two measures are therefore statistically independent,.

Tbe DFA was conducted by using spss version M, Release

7 -2, implemented on 05,/360. All variables were included. in the
discriminnnt fi¡nction.

Data on nest density for two years rlere examined by

univariate nethods.

To document the dates of laying, nests rfere narked in rg?T

and 1978 with stekes during routine searches for nests ås

described above. Staked nests were visited daily to c:heç:k for
newly laid *¡¡q". In 1978 eggs r,rere marked A, B, or C, and

elassified as known status or estimated status. Eggs Here only
classified as known status if they were found in sequence

during the laying of a 3-egg crutch. rn smalrer crutches, r
eould not be certain that the first egg found was the first e6g

laid, beeause an egg could have been laid and stolen before r
visited. the nest.

Hatch dates were recorded during routine checking of nests
(usually every fourth dqy, as previously described).
Indicators such as pipping dates and wet chicks usually allowed

me to know the exact d.ay of hatchiné|. Slhen the exaet day rras
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not known, the date was alnost always known to within one day.

Checking nests during laying allowed determination of elutch

size for each nest. As with any study of this tJrpe, it was not
possi-ble to state with eertainty that two-egÉf clutches were not

three-egg crutches in which ¡.n egÉr wâs stolen innediately upon

being laid.

COMPARISON OF REPNODUCTIYE SUCCESS IN CLIFF AND FLAT HABITATS

I used both indirect and direct measures of reproductive
success. Indirect nethods consisted of measuring the number of
nests initiated in each t¡¡pe of habitat. rf cliffs îrere

suboptimar nestingl habitat, with lower reproduetive success,

one would predict that during the initial period of
establishing breeding territories the better habitat (flat)
would be crorvded with birds attempting to establish and hold

territories, and that criff habitat would be used only by birds
which had not gained or held territories on fratland. To

determine wbether this situation occurred, r tested the the
null hyt¡othesis that there ar€) no differences between eliff and

flat areas in the number of nest initiations duringr the period

of territorial establishment.

To compare the number of nest initiations durinÉf the
period of territorial establishment, portions of the cliff and

flat stud¡¡ areas were selected for observation from 19 - 26 May

Lg77, when most territories on Kent fsland nere being defended

and nests rierÉ, being built. The areas were selected on the
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basis of ease of loeatinS and enüerin€i btinds. The boundaries

of the cliff area courd not be staked because of the rock

substrate, so the areas of observation $¿ere triangurar (Fig.

5). The height of the triangle was paeed. The included anÊlle

at the blind Has measured by looking through the viewfinder of
a 35 mn singre-lens refrex camera r+ith a bo mm lens. I{hen the
left-hand border of the frame was placed at a predeternined

randmark, the area visible in the frame was exaetry as Éfiven in
Fig. 5. When the observer needed to determine if a bird was

inside the observation are'a, a €,lance through the viewfinder as

above would objectivety include or exclude the bird.
Observations vrere made simultaneously by two observers in

frat and cliff areas. Each bout of observation lasted t h.

observers r¿ere assigned randomly to the tv+o areas. Tv¡elve

pairs of bouts were conducted, covering the period from o8oo h

to 19oo h. when more than one bout r+as condueted on one day,

the data from the bouts were averaged to produce a single data
poi-nù for the day. '{fter entering the blind, each observer

r¡aited 15 min before beginninÉf observation.

Fle considered that a pair was initiating nestingf, or
attempting to do so, if one or more of the follc¡v¡ing criteria
v¡ere met (following Tinbergen 1953, 1959; Moynihan 1g5Bi Stout
eü al. 1969t Stout 1975): (1) a bird defended a territory,
either by fighting, usinÉi the upright threat posture, or by

threateninÉi with raised v¡ings; (21 a pair gave simultaneous

longf calls (Appendix 2, at the same site more than once during
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Fig. 5- The shape and size of the area used in tests for
suboptimal habitat- The angle in the vertex at the blind (e'l
is 46o.
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the bout; (3) a pair performed mutual choking (Appendix z>

more than onee in a bout; (4) a bird engaged in €Jråss-putting
y¡ith another bird; (5) nest construction occurued; or (6)

incubation or sitting on a nest occurred.

SignificÊnce of differences in nesting density betv¡een

habitats was tested with the normal approximation of the Mann-

f{hitney U-test.

A direct measure of reproductive sueeess in the two

habitats was based on differenüial survivar of the young. one

eannot rigorously prove equaliüy in reproductive success

v¡ithout following offspring throu€th to reproductive naturity.
However, large differences in survival of chicks betv¡een two

areas, if present, r+ould arÉÍue strongly for a differenee in
reproductive success betvreen ühe birds in the trro areas,

because of the relatively lov¿ mortality of birds betyreen

fledging and maturity- I therefore üested the null hypothesis

that there is no difference betr+een cliff and flat areas in the
number of chicks per nest survivin€ the earry, high-risk, vreeks

of life- (see Appendix r for justification of the ehoice of
this period. )

rn Lg77 the criterion for surviving the dangerous early
vreeks was living until 25 Jury (the median date for chicks
reaehing the age of three weeks). fn Lg7B, when f focused on

the success of individual nests, rather than of areas, survival
for a chiek v¡as considered to be aehieving a weight of 5oo É.

Both these criteria are corìsisùent with the various criteria
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t+hich have been used in other studies to define survival of
chicks. Parsons (1976) used survival to the age of 1O days, if
not found dead thereafter. Davis and Dunn (1976) used survival
üo the aÉÍe of 22 days. Hunt and Hunt (1976) used survival to
the weight of 5OO g. Kad1ec et aI. (1969) found that mortality
from the fourth to the seventh week of life rras minor-

In tg77, chicks were considered dead if they were not
found on tr¿o conseeutive censuses. only one chick out of Iz4

was found alive after beinÉl crassified as dead by this
criterion. rn 1978, I continued to search for missing chicks

until the end of the fierd season or until there was no siglr of
parents or chicks on the temitory. OnIy 19 out of 143 chicks

were missed and found a€ain. These were typically small but
mobile ehicks that discovered a good hiding place before r did.
chicks that weighed nearly 5oo g were usually conspi-cuous, so

it is unlikely that estimates of morüality ineluded chicks

which were alive but never for¡nd.

COMPARISON OF NESTING BEHAVIOUR BETT.¡EEN HABITATS

To examine the possibility that herring gulls compensate

for differences in habitat by behavine! differenüly in the tr+o

areas, r examined four behaviours that r thought could be

related to cliff-nesting hazards: attendanee of parents, use

of parental "ne\d" calls (Appendix 2), positioninÉl of parents

and youn€ during feedingfs, and nobility of the young. For each

behaviour, r tested the nurr hypothesis that there was no
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difference between the two habiüats.

To lueasure attendance of parents, data were 6fathered at
the end of 2O nin bouts of feeding observations. At the end of
each bout, all ühe nests which could be seen from the blind
were classified as having, zera, one, or two parents at the

nest. Data were corlected on eight days between I and zB July
L977. on each day data \dere taken from both cliff and flat
areås.

To measiure use of parental mev¿ ealls during chick feeding
bouts, equal numbers (24 in each area) of 2o nin observation

bouts vrere condueted in cliff and flat areas. chicks being

observed were less than three y¡eeks otd. Feedings were

classified as follor¿s: (1) feedings in which mew calls were

used before food v¡as regurgitated; (21 feedings in rchich

other calls vrere used; (3) feedings in which no call was

used; or (4) feedinÉis in vrhich f could not determine whether

a call was used.

The positioning of parents and ehicks during feedingf vras

ueasured during the same bouts in which I measured. the use of
mew calls during feedinels. OnIy the behaviour immediately

preceding a feeding was recorded. Movements related üo

feedings were classified as forror+s: (1) parent moves toward

chick; (2) chick rnoves toward parent; (3) parent and chick

both move tor+ard one another; (4) neither moves toward the

other; or (5) not classified.

The mobirity of chicks r+hen v¡e disturbed them was meåsured
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during regular nest úisits. The area around each nest rras

searehed and the distance from each chick to its nest cup was

measured and recorded.
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RESULTS

CONSEQUM¡CES OF CAPTURING AND MARKING

Tvrenty-four Elulls v¡ere fitted with nasal markers. After
being released, the birds responded overtly to bhe presence of
the nasar marker for only a few minutes. They scratched at the

marker with their feet, shook their heads, splashed their heads

in water, and scraped the sides of their bills against the

€Íround. These actions only oecurred within 15 nin of the

bird's release. All birds captured on the nest returned to
incubation imnediately after being marked.

fn 1977, five birds v¡ith nasal markers nested in areas

r¿here r v¡as conductingf extensive observations. During

approximately 1oo h of observati-on in these areas, the

territories of these five birds were arways visible. r

observed no scratching at the marker and no debris hanging! from

ir,. AII five birds returned to approximately the sau¡e

temitories in 1978, çith nasal markers intact. No enlarglement

of the nares vras visibre through a spottinei scope at very close

range. All appeared to be in good health, and courted,

incubated, and fed chicks in a normal vray. The acryric retained
both shape and colour vell, even after two years.

COMPARISON OF CLIFF AND FLAT HABTTATS

Both the cliff and flat areas were on the periphery of the

colony, so there was no need to test assumptions regarding this
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factor.

The only data on the age of the breeding birds in both

areâs \eas that norìe showed mottling on the dorsal surface of
the rectrices, the only indicator of beinei a younÉl (three years

old) breeding bird (Poor 1946).

The subjeetive ereation of two åreås, cliff and flat, wâs

verified by the frequency distribution of the distances to the
nearest cliff (Fig- 6 ) - The clistribution yras sharply
discontirìuous, and the discontinuity was almost perfectly
comelated v¡ith the flat-c1iff dichotomy. Only five nests in
the cliff area had no cliffs v¡ithin 5OO cm and only one nest in
the flat area had a cliff within 25O cm. This discontinuity of
distributions arlov¿ed the rejection by inspection of the null
hypothesis that no differer¡ce y¡as present between areas with
respect to cliff-nesting hazards.

The üean height of the nearest criff to each nest in the
cliff area was 121-6 cm (SD = L2,4.4, n = 64). The mean height
of the tallest cliff within 3. o n of each nest in the cliff
ârea wås 178.5 cm (SD - 135.3, n - G4). l,luch of the roagnitude

of both the means and standard deviatior¡s was contributed 'by
some nests which were close to a cliff which r+as 7oo cm higrr-

This cliff, and some others, presented the classj.c hazard. of
criff-nesting to chicks. Any ehicks falting over the ed€Je

v¿ould have died in the surf or on the rocks.
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Fie. 6. The distance

and flat areas.
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The chronology of breeding was virtually identical in
cliff and flat areås. The median date of hatching of the first
egg in the clutch was 2 July for the frat area, and B Jury for
the cliff area. In the flat area, aIÌ hatching was completed

between 21 June and 24 Jury. In the eliff area, the comparable

period r+as 15 June ta 2O JuIy-

fn Lg77 the meatr cluüch sizes for cliff and flat areâs

were 2.4I (SD = O-27, r¡ = 78) and Z.3T (SD - 0.36, n = 51),

respectively- In 1978 the respective nean cluteh sizes were

2.79 (SD = O. 17, n = 39) and 2.68 (SD = O.BZ, n = 4l). The

differences betseen areas Here not significant in L7TT (t =

O.79, n.s. ) nor in 1978 (t = 1.9O, n.s. ). There is therefore
no reason to suspect that any subseguent comparisons of
reproductive performance in cliff and flat habiüats include any

confounding effects at the lever of synchrony and cluteh size.
Table 1 presents the group nearrs and standard deviations

from the discrininant funetion analysis of nestinéÍ habitat,
alonEl v¡ith the results of univariate F-tests for significant
differences betçeen groups. Sísnificant differences in this
tabre should be inüerpreted in the light of the inter-year
differences in spacing reported berow, suggestinÉi that the
denser nestin€J pattern on cliffs r+hich aÞpears in the 1978 data

used for the discriminant function analysis cannot be taken as

a characteristic difference between cliff and flat areås. It
is more rikely that the larger nümber of safe quadrants in the
flaü area is a long-tern difference betv¿een the habitat t¡¡¡¡es.



Table 1. Group means, sample sizes, standard deviations, and
univariate F-tests for cliff and flat habitats for variables
used in discrininant function anarysis of habitat
characteristics.

Cliff (n=39) FIat (n=41)

xSDxSDF

Dangerous
Quadrants 2.28 O. 83 2. OO 1. BO L.3Z (n. s. )

Safe
Quadrants 2.78 1.41 2.95 I.OZ 7.89 (p < O. 01)

Neighbours
Flithin 2.5 m 0. 84 o. 84 O.Z4 O.4B 16.88 (p < O. 01)

Neighbours
Vilithin 5. O m 2-23 1.39 1.68 O. BB 4- b1 (p < O. Ob)

Distance (cu)
to Nearest
Nej-ghbour 282.46 178. Og 348.63 LZ]--LT B. 81 (n. s. )
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The heavy growbh of vegetation in the frat area v¡ourd be

expected to generate good hiding places durinÉi every breeding
season.

Table 2 shows the comelation matrix for the variables
enployed in the discriminanü function analysis. As v¿ourd

be expected, ühere is some neÉfative correlati.on betr+een the
number of dangerous quadrants and. safe quadrants, and

considerably stronger correlation among the three varj.ables
measuringf spacing: the distance to the nearest neighbour, the
number of neighbours r+ithin 2.5 m, and the number of neighbours
within 5.o m. Noüe that as distance to nearest neighbour
increases, the number of neighbours r+ithin 2. b m and E. o I¡

would be expected to decrease, henee the negative sign for the
correlations between these variables (Tat¡le Zj- Inplications
of these correlations for simulation (PART B) are that a

parsimonious clescription of a nesü site r+ou1d include one of
the quadrant variables and one of the three spacing variables.

The standardized discriminanü function coefficients (Table

2) show that when these data are used to distinguish between

habitat' types, the greatest conbribution is made by the number

of neighbours within 2- 5 m, forlowed by the distance to ühe

nearest neighbour. The tr¡o smarrest contributions to the
difference betv¿een habitats are mad.e by the number of danglerous

and safe quadrants-

A test on the discriminant scores pfenerated for the üwo

habitats by the above eoeffieients shovrs ð. significant
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Table 2. Correlation matrix and standardized discrininant
function coefficients for vari-ables used in discriminant
function analysis of cliff and flat nesting habÍtat in 1gz8.

Distance
Nests Nests to

Dangerous Safe Within t{ithin Nearest
Quadrants Quadrants 2- 5 n 5. O m Nest Coefficient

Dangerous
Quadrants 1. OO

Safe
Quadranüs -O.38 1. OO

-o. 136

o.259 '

Nesüs
Flithin -O- 0B -O. 23 1. OO -1. OJO
2.5 m

Nests
Flithin -O- 03 -O-Zg O.41 t. OO -O. 268
5.O n

Distance
to O.11 O.15 -O.7 1 -O.6b 1. OO -O. bO3
Nearest
Nest
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difference between habitats: the mean scores for cliff and

flat were -0.487 and O-462, respectively (Wilks's 2 = O.TT54,

= 19.336, d.f. = 4, p < o-oo1). The bioroeiicar significance of
the above statistical significance is not imnediately apparent,

for the frequency distribution of discriminant scores (Fig. ?)

shovrs that 6o of the Bo scores overlap. If one were üo attempt
to predict the habitat class to r+hich a nest belonged solely on

the basis of the five discriminant function analysis variables
and the discriminant function, the error rate in classifieation
r+ould ranÉie from 2O% to 40i76.

In 1-977 the mean distance to the nearest neighbouring nest
in the cliff area nas 305- 4 em (sD - 129.1, n = 6g) and zg4.z
cm in the flat area (sD = 237.9, n = 46)- These neans r+ere not
significantly different (t = O-33).

REPRODUCTIVE SUCCESS

The primary purpose of measuring reprod.uctive success in
cliff and flat areas was to determine if ctiffs +rere suboptimal

habitat,. on Kent rsland there were clear examples of such

habitat, which provided a useful quaritative benchmark

regardingl the use suboptimal habitat. some nests were

established on flat, rocky surfaces peripheral to both the
criff and flat areas. This rocky areå vas swept by v¡ater

during storus, contained very few hiding plaees for chicks, and

became exüremely hot during sunny days. Álmost none of the
chicks and eggs in this rocky area survived.
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Fig. 7. Frequency distribution of discrininant function scores

for cliff and flat nesting habitats
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Thirty-nine nest initiations were observed in the eliff
ârea and 46 in the f lat âreâ (Fig. B ) . There $¿ås no

signifieant difference between habitat,s (U = BB. b, z = O. gb,

n. s. i in the number of initiations per observation period, and.

therefore no evidence that one areâ is suboptimal, bein€!

utilized only by pairs which could not establish territories in
more favourable areas.

The survival of eggs and chicks in cliff and flat habit,at
(Table 3) also provides no evidence that the cliff habitat is
suboptimal. rn fact, the one feature of the table rphich stands

out is the very high survivar rate of chieks in the crif,f
habitat, in 1978, which generated a significant differenee
betr¡een habiüats in chick survival and overall survival of
chicks and eggs for that year.

COMPARISON OF NESTING BEHAVIOUR BETFIEEN HABITATS

Í{hen measuringi attendance of parents at the nest, go5

observations Here made, 381 in the frat area and 524 in the
criff areâ- The areas \{ere significantly different (Table 4),
prinarily in the increased frequency with whieh cliff nests had

both parents present GZ = 16.31, d.f. = Z, p < O.O1).

We observed 167 feedingfs, of çhich 106 allowed a statement

üo be made about the parent's vocalizations: in 64 feed.ings

birds Here silent, in 39 they uttered a mew carr, and. in three
they Élave " rong" cal-Is. Beeause long carls were used.
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Fig. B. The number

observation period in
of nest inititations in May

the cliff and flat âreas.

Lg77 in each
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Table 3. The survival of eggs and chicks in cliff and flat
habitat in Lg77 ånd 1978. Probabilities are shown in
parentheses under X' values.

CIiff Flat TotaI

1977 1978 Total 1977 1978 Total

Number of nests 78 39 IL7 51 4t 92 2Og

Eggs }aid 1BB 115 3O3 LzL 11O Z3L 533
Eggs hatched 1OO 75 175 73 68 141 316
ß hatched 52-3 65.2 57.8 60.3 61.8 61. O 59.3

tX- (cliff : f lat) 1.52 O.2A O.58
(o.22) (O.60) (O.44)

xz (rg77:19T8) 4. 23
( o. 04)

o. 05
(o. 82)

o.18
(o.67)

xz GgrT:19?B)

Chicks surviving 24 37 61 25 21 46 LOT
% survival
after hatehing 24.O 49.3 34.9 34.2 30.9 32-6 BB.9

xz (cliff:frat) 2.14 5. 04 0.17
(o. 14) (O. 03) (o.68)

T2. LT
(<o.01)

Overall %

survival L2.B 32.2 20-L 2O.7 19.1 19.9 20.L
tN- (cliff:flat) 3.44 5"03 O.OO4

(o. 06) (o. 03) (o. e5)
,X- (1977:1978) 16.72 O.Og

( <o. 01) (o. ?7)

Chicks surviving
per nest O.31 O.95 O.52 O.49 O.51 O.50 O.51
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Table 4. The presence of parents at the nest in cliff and flat
areas.

Number of Parents Present CIiff Flat Total-s

o 45

398

B1

524

27

327

27

381

72

725

108

905

ô¿

Totals
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infrequently, f deleted them from the analysis. l.ler+ calls were

€iiven during 37.9% (n = 58) and 37.8?6 (n = 45) of the feedings

in the cliff and flat areas, respectively.
of the 167 feedinÉls observed, gz could be classified with

respect to the movements of parents and chicks during feeding,
(Tab1e 5). There was no significant difference between the
areas Å2 = 2.4L, d.f . - 4, n.s. ).

The distances involved in the movements of the parents an¿

chicks during feedinÉÍs r¡ere short with respect to the distance
from the nest to ühe nest of the pair's nearest neighbour.

Whereas the mean distance to the nearest neighbour was on the
order of 3 n (Table 1), movements were rarery over 1 n. only
one Bovement (chick to parent) \+as over 2 m, and in the case of
that family, the nearest neiÉJhbour was 16.2 m avray.

The development of mobility, as indicated by the
regression of ilistance (measured v¿hen I entered. the territory)
from the nest on aÉfe of chick, for L9TT data, is €iiven in Fig.
9. The slope of the lines for cliff and flat areas are 10. g

and 74.4, respectively. Both slopes are significantly
different from zero (c1iff: F = 55.6, p < O.OO1; flat: F =

58.3, l¡ < O.OO1), but not significantly different from each

other (F = 2.3O, p - 0.13). Although these distances were

measured v¡hen f was in the vicinity of the nest, and therefore
was disturbinel the brood, there \+as no ind.ication that these

distances rrere different from distances from the nest when the
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Table 5. Distribution
chicks during feedings

of the types
in cliff and

of movements of
flat areas.

parents and

CI iff Flat TotaIs

Parent to chick

Chick to parent

Both moved

Neither moved

TotaIs

I2

16

T2

11

51

I

13

6

14

4T

zo

29

1B

z5

g2
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Fig. 9. Distance of chicks from the nest cup ås a function of
âge. Distances vrere roeasured at ühe time the investiÉfator

entered the territory-
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brood was undisturbed. on many occasions, whire conducting

nest checks, r was able to observe the reaction of broods to my

approach. The hiding plaees to v¡hich chicks fled were usually
only a few steps from the praces v¿here they \dere resting prior
to my arrival.

HETEROGENEOUS PATTERNS OF MORTALITY WITHTN HABITAT TYPES

Some causes of morüality in chicks \dere evenly distributed
throughout the colony, and were independent of the status of
nests rìear the affected chick. An exampre is predation by

gul1s that reÉiularry cruised over the colony at a heigbt of .a

few meters. such âr¡ incident typically began with a chick
sitting in an open area, visible to me and neighbouringt gul1s.

A gurl woulcl appeår silentry from behind a knolr and dip down

to ÉÍrab the chick in its bitl- The chick would ea1l, its
parents v¡ould rush to its deferìce, and the chick would either
be dropped or camied away.

other aspects of chick mortaJ-ity yrere ress uniforn.
Alühough data were presented above as if they were

represer¡tative of all mortality within cliff or flat areas, ùhe

pattern of mortality r¿ithin a habitat type nay not be

represented eoruectly by a single value such as a mean or a

ratio. one nest in the fl-at area provided the strongest
evidence of heterogeneous mortality rates vrithin habitat t,ypes

in herring gull colonies. on 19 July 1978, the top harf of a

chick's body was lying beside this nest. The legs, body wall,
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ând internar organs had been eaten. The skurr had been

crushed. The chick was too small to be resident at the nest.
on 24 Jurv 19?8, the singlIe resident chick (5zb g) at this nest
regurgiüated the reg of another herring gull ehick. The reg

had been partly swarlowed for some time, with the proximal
portion of the tarsus digesting v¿ithin the chick and the fclot
protruding from its mouth- The tarsus on the regurgitated leg
was approximately the same sj-ze (74 mm) as the resident chick's
tarsus (68 mm).

chicks had been disappearing rapidry from neighbouring

nests, so I searehed the veÉietation around. the nest, and found.

scattered grey feathers, five more chick tarsi, and several
other chick bones. on 28 July r found another chick leg¡ beside

the same nest, and on 2g July r found stirl another chick reg

and some r+inEf bones- By this time there çere no neighbourinÉf

nests v¡ith living chicks, r+ith the exception of one nest in
which the chicks found hidins places further from the nest of
the cannibalisùic neighbours.

Ot'her patches r+ithin the study area in v¿hich almost all
chieks \dere killed occurred, but they took the form of
gradually enlarging areas of comprete mortarity, r+ithout a

successful nest in the niddle. The high mort,aliüy in these

areas therefore cannot be attributed to proximity to a single
specialist in cannibalisu. ft appeared that these patches were

caused by predation by parents who had ]ost arr thei-r younÊÍ,

but remained. on their territories for a few d.ays. l,larked. and.
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unmarked birds usually were seerl on their üerritories for two

or three days after arr their chicks Here lost. rmnediately

after all chicks disappeared, the parents usually wandered the

territory, wiùh heads dov¿n, giving luelr calls. After
approximatery å day of searching, the behaviour of bereaved

parents was typicarly to stand on an erevated location, in ar¡

upright posture. Arthough bereaved parents yrere not seen

kirring or eating chicks, they were also not seen defending

territory, sleeping, building nests, or courtinÉl - actions
which would have su6f6lested maintai-ning or reestablishing a

breeding site. If they had been foraging elsewhere, and

returned to their nesting territory only to 1oaf, sleep, and

digest meals, one r+ould expect that they icourd have usuarly
been asleep or loafing. This information is anecdotal, beeause

the primary objective of data collection at the tine r+as not to
gather data orì t;he behaviour of bereaved parents, but ùo

observe feeding behaviour, although the continual exhibition of
alert behaviour, without giving mew calls, suggests strongly
that the birds were foraging.
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DISCUSSION

NASAL MARKENS FOR GULLS

There are a number of advantages of nasal narkers over

other markers for adult herrin€ eNlls. Nasal markers v¿iIl last
through several moults; plumage markers witl not. Nasal

markers can be seen easily by someone vrho is tooking for them,

but otherwise they are inconspicuous. Neck bands and v¿inÉl

markers can change the gross appearance of the narked bird. and

can potentially alter its social behaviour and susceptibility
to pred.ation, Neck, wing, and leg markers have a history qf
collecting ice and debris. Nasal markers have occasionally

done this (sherwood 1966), ar¡d have in some cases left d.iving

ducks snaÉiÉÍed (Erskine 1962; Sherwood 1966 ) . Gulls appear

unlikely to have problems such as these, because they do not

dive inùo submerged vegetation- Another way in r+hich gulls are

well suited to wearing nasal markers is that unlike waterfowl,

they have perforate nostrils- Fling markers have been shown üo

affect survival and reprod.uctive behaviour adversely in ring-
billed gulls (Larus delawarensj.s) (Southern and Southern 1985).

These considerations, and the non-disruptive results of using

nasal markers in this study, suÉlÉlest that the nasal pins

developed for this study merit further use.

COI'JPARISON OF CLIFF AND FLAT H.ABTTATS

The assumption that the areas designated "cliff"
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"f1at" were in fact different v¡ith respect üo criff-nesting
hazards, was verified by the rejection of the null hypothesj_s

that there was no signifieant difference between the areas.

The comparisons made below betr¿een cliff and flat sites are

therefore objectively justified.

No significant dÍfferences rdere detected between cliff and

fraü areås in nesting chronoroÉly or clutch sizes. There is
therefore no reason to suspect that ühe comparisons made

betr¿een cliff and flat areas were invalidated by the effects of
these confound.ing variables.

The objective of nultivariate comparisons was to d.etermine

whether differences betvreen habitat types, which appear to be

Éireat r¡hen the habitats are described as "criff" and "flat",

continue to be significant v¿hen the habitats are described

quantitatively in terms of variables which refl-ect the actual
hazards that chicks û¡ây eneounter. Initial inspection of the
discriminant function analysis results sugÉested tbat this was

so, for the centroids of the eliff and flat groups Here a

significant, distance apart in the space created by the five
variables used

Two considerations, however, indicate that the distinction
is ruore a function of the sensitivity of discriminant funetion
analysis than a factor of long-term serective importance to
herring gulls. The first consideration is that the

discriminant function r+hich was €îer¡erated relied heavily on

measures of nesting density üo distinguish between habitats,
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and yet the density in cliff and flat habitats, meâsured by the

distance t'o the nearest neighbouring nest, was higher in the

flat area in Lg77 and in the eliff area in 1g7g. This suggests

that nesting density j-s a labile quantity, rather than a fixed
characteristic of one habitat, and that the diseriminatory
abirity of ùhe discriminant function night be very poor in some

years.

The seeond consideration relates to the discrininatory
ability of the function even reithin the year from whieh data
yrere taken. If the diseríminant funct,ion Éfenerated in 1g?B

were applied to 1978 nests, it çourd misclass ifv zol to 4otr qf
them. Even íf between-year variabirity in relative density
betr+een habitats did not occur, the overrap in discrininant
function scores presents a picture r+hich is quite d.ifferent
frou the one inplied by the classical contrast between nesting
or¡ criffs and flatrand and illustrated in Fig. G. rf cliffs
and f rat,rand really presented heruing gurrs with two

contrasting sets of threats to the survival of their chicks, a

discriminant function such as the one conducted in this study

should have Élenerated a strongf ly bimodal distribution of
scores.

On the basis of these characterizations of cliff and flat
habitats, it does not seem that herring eÍulls on Kent Island
require a speci-aLized set of adaptations for one habitat or the

other. This conclusion does not conflict rçith Cullenls (195?)

analysis of adaptations to nesting on cliffs, for she crearly
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states that her v¿ork rerates üo the use of "tiny ledges or¡

steep cliffs". Hailman (1965) was conseious of this fact, and

Ìisted the ways in which the habitat of the swallovr-tailed gull
(tarus furcatus) differed from the habitat of the black-regged

kittiwake before he predicted which adaptations should occur in
ühe former speeies. His comparison shov¡ed the swallow-tailed
gull üo be in an intermedate situation, between typical grognd,-

nesting gulls and kittir+akes. rt is clear from Hairman,s
qualitative comparisons and the quantiüative results of this
study that "cliffs" do not constitute a homogeneous type of
nesting habitat, but, rather consi-st of a variety of habitats.,
in r+hich the importance of the cliffs üo the overall breeding
biology of the species varies considerably.

REPRODUCTTYE SUCCESS

The equal rates at which nests are initiated in cliff and

frat habitats supports the hypothesis that neither is
suboptimal nestinÉl habitat for herring etulls. If cliff
habitats were suboptimal, for example because of an absence of
suitable behavioural characteristics in a predominantly

fratland-nesting population, then there wourd be a benefit to
those pairs attenptin€t to estabrish first on fratrand., and that
trait r+ould presumably have been selected in recent evolution.
There was no evidence, however, of any crumping of early
nesting attempts in flat habitaü.

There was no evidence of lorper reproductíve success on
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cliffs. These results contrast sharply with studies of the use

of suboptinal habitat. Krebs (1971) found that the nesting

mortality of elreat tits (Parus ma-ior) nesting in r+oodland

(optinal habitat) was 5 - 6ff, whereas in hedgerows (suboptimal)

it Has 13 229á - No difference this great occurred between

cliff and flat areas in this study, and in fact the largest
differenee, in 1978, occurred when cliff nests had å lower

nortality of offspring. Robertson (L9?2) found a sinilar
patüern with redwinged blaekbirds (^AEelaius phoeniceus). Nests

in marsh (optinal) habitat y¡ere 5Olí successful in fledging at
least one younÉf . Nests in upland (suboptinal) habit,at wer.e

only 30 - 35?6 suecessful. Robertson also found that this
relationship applied to both the years of his study, providing

a contrast with the strong inter-year differences found j-n the

cliff habitaü in this study.

Strong inter-year variability is only part of the

heterogeneity in mortality herring gull offspring. There is
also a strong intra-habitat variance. In one portion of the

flat habitat there were virtually no chicks in 19?8, vrhile in
another portion almost every nest produced a survi-ving chick.

This variability in survival of eggs and chicks does not

make Kent fsland herring gulls unique, but rather shows that
they exhibit the same variability *+hich has been found in most

studies of the breedinÉi biology of large gulls ( e.g. Paynter

1966; Kadlec and Drury 1968; Gillett et aI. 1975). Enlen (1956)

specifically refers to this ¡lrobles v¿ith published data as
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"distressingly variable". The nortality rate of eggs commonly

¡anéÍês from 20 - 50% during the entire period of laying and

incubation (Vermeer 1963; Brov¿n 1967; Kadlec and Drury 1968;

Hunt L972i Robert and Ralph 1975i this study). Approximately

35 - 70% of the chicks which hatch are Ìikely to die during the

first three v¡eeks of life (usually at neights <5OO g) (Vermeer

1963; Drent et al. 1964; Davis and Dunn 1976; Hunt and tlunt

1975; Vermeer 1970). In some studies the mortality rate ranged

from 75 - Bg% for this period (Darling 1938 in Paynter 1966;

Paludan 1951 in Paynter 1966; Drost et aI. 1961 in Paynter

1966).

The analysis of reproducùive success in the tr+o habitats
therefore leads not to a single ansvrer, but to two questions:

what mechanisros enable herring gulIs to nest equally

successfully on cliffs and flatland (below, and PAFT 21, and

v¡hat are the causes and inplications of the extreme variability
in juvenile survival (PART 3)?

COMPARISON OF. NESTING BETIAVIOUR BETÍ¡¡EEN HABITATS

It wâs shovrn above that there v¿as r¡o difference between

habitats in the way in which parents and chicks interacted, or

in the movement patterns of chicks, but that, there was a

greater attendance of parents at nests in the cliff area. It
is interesting to note thaù the traditional view of cliff-
nestin€ (CuIIen 1957) r¿ould require that, in order for chicks

to survive, they v¡ou1d have to restrict their nobility and
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chånge their patterns of vocarizing and movement during

feeding. These things were not done by heming gulls, and yet

survival was equal to, or greater than, survival in flat areas.

fncreased attentiveness of parents vras listed by Cullen

(1957) as a Éfenotypic adaptation to cliff nesting, in the sense

that parents remained on the nest longer at the approach of â

predator. In this study, parents at cliff nests were also l¡ore

attenti-ve, but the difference betv¡een parents in eliff and flat
areas suggests that this was a phenotypic respor¡se to the fact
that the cliff habitat had fewer safe quadrants around nests,

and more d.angerous quad.rants around. nests. put i.n

anthropomorphic terms, it appears that they "sized up the
situation as risky, and doubred the Éfuard". rf it is a ÉJeneral

eharacteristíc of heming gulrs to exhibit this kind of
pheotypic response to danElers in their individual nesting
environments, the ability of the species to nest in a r+ide

rånge of habiüats should be enhanced.
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PART 2: INDIVIDUÁL RECOGNITTON AND

MULTIVÀRIATE ANALYSIS OF HERRING GULL MEN CATLS

INTRODUCTION

Several studies have suggested that cliff-nesting should

be restricted to specialist species (GENERAL INTRODUCTfON), and

yet herring gulls nest r+ith equal success on cliffs and

flatland (PAAT 1)- The mechanisms that permit them to do this
are not clear. One possibility is that cliff and flat
habitats, despite their apparent dissimilarity, pose simila_r

problems to nestingf herrinEI €ÍuIIs- Slhen one scrutinizes the
problems assoeiated v¿ith cliff-nesting to find an example of
such a comron problem, one inmediately thinks of the danger of
å chick's wanderin€i and falling off a nestin€l ledge. GuIIs

t+hich nest colonially on flatland also encounter problems with

respect to the movements of their chieks. I{andering chicks are

exposed Lo the attacks of neighbouring adults (e.€. Ward 19O6;

Kirkman 1937; Brown 1967; Hunt Lg72; and others, revier¡ed in
Evans 19BO) and may be adopted inadvertantly (e.g. Brown et al.
1967; Hunt and Hunt 1975; Graves and Whiten 19BO; Holley 1981,

1984).

It appears that regardless of nesting environment, the

ability t,o conbrol the movements of chicks r,¿ould be a valuable

asset tc¡ a gleneralist species sr¡ch as the herring efull. If a

nest should happen to be in a particularly dangierous location,
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near cliffs or exposed to predatory neighbours, parents r+ould

benefit from being able to confine their chícks' wanderings to
absolutely necessary movements such as coming to be fed-

Minimizing mobility wourd not minimi-ze risk, however, for if
the best hiding places for chicks vrere not in the innediate
vicinity of t'he nest, there v¡ourd be a serective advantagfe in
allowing the chicks to wander and locaüe the most comfortable

and secure hiding places- They would then be able t'o use

Iandmarks to return to these loeations quickly v¿hen in danger,

and in fact have been shovn to do this (Nosevrorthy and Lien

1976). This capability r+ould be consistent wiüh contentions

that "birds meet environmental challenges with remarkable

behavioral plasticity" (Boag and Granü 1gB1), and prastie
mechanisms are exâctly the or¡es rye woulrl expect to have evolved

in successful generalist species.

The linch-pin of the hypothesized system is some mechanj.sm

for controlling, rather than just restrictine!, the mobirity of
chicks. A simple and we1l-documented mechanism known for
selectively controlling the movements of nobile chicks is one

in which individ.ual recogniüion occurs between parents and.

young (Beer 197oa; Evans 19Bo), with appropriate app.roach or
other responses occurring after the evaluation of the stimulus.
rn spite of the apparent loEiic of the evorution of a system of
individual recogniti-on, and its apparent relevance for herring
6iu11s, the existence of a system of individuat recoEfnition of
vocalizations r+ithin fanilies in this species has recently been
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questiond by Graves and ï{hiten (1980} and by Holley (1981,

1984). These authors used, as an indicator of failure of the

parents and chieks üo recognize one another, a largfe number of
adoptions in heruinei efull colonies, and concluded that this
high rate of adoptíon is maladaptive. However, none of these

studies actually tested for recognition. Given Fetterolf's
(1983) data which demonstrate thaü adoptions can be artifaets
of disturbance by investigators, it has become necessary 'to

test specific hypotheses regarding individual recognition in
heming gull faniries. The specifie nulr hypotheses tested in
this seetion v?ere: (1) herring gull chicks do not respond.

differently t'o the mev¡ calls of their parents and the mew cal}s
of other breeding herring gulrs, and (2) the mer¡ calls of
herring gulls are not individuarly distinct,ive, when analysed

using sonagrams and multivariate nethods-

Trço hypotheses are beingi tested because a complete system

of reeognition requires the evolution of both an adequate

stimulus and selectively advantageous response. Both should

therefore be demonstrated.

A brief report on the testing of the first hypothesis has

now been published (Knudsen and Evans 19s6). Further detail is
provided belovr.

INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION

Beer (1970a) has revieryed the considerable body of

literature on the ability of birds to discriminate among the
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vocalizations of individuals of the same species. This

discriminatory ability has been shown to exist among mates,

siblings, and territorial neighbours, and betvreen parents and

young.

With respect to êÍulls, there are several reports that
chicks recognize the vocalizations of öheir parents. These

reports are based on â ran€;e of data, from suppositions based

sole1y on observations (Goethe 1937) to field and laboratory
experiments (Beer 1969, 1970b; Evans 1g70a, 1g70b). For

details of the literature, and a discussion of individual
recognition and its ecological significance, see Beer (1g?oa)

and Evans (1980). As noted by both authors, ít is important,

when reading this literature, öo determine which animal is
sending the critical signal and v¿hich is receiving and

recognizing it. Some dis¿'ussions are ambiguous on this point-

There can be substantial implications (see DISCUSSION belov¿)

arising from the direction in i+hich recognition occurs-

In the followin€J experiments, I will deal only with the

recognition of the vocalizations of parents by their chicks
(hereafter the restricted definition of individuat
recognition).

In the case of semi-precocial species sueh as the herring
gul1, there are also substantial implications associated with
the time at which recognition begins 'bo occur- rt has been

predicted (Davies and Carrick 1962; Evans 197Oa, lg?Ob, LgT7,

I'li1Ier and En1en L975) that the development of individual
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reco€tnition has been selected to precede or at least coincide

with the developmenü of mobility. Evans (1980) demonstrated

that this is the cåse for a r+ide range of colonial waterbirds.
The folroy¿inef experiments therefore test not only for the

existence of individual recognition, but, for ühe critical time
(measured in age of the chicks in days) at which individual
recognit,ion is exhibited-

Data from this study show that chieks eån traver far
enough to reach neighbouring territories by ühe time they are

eight days old (see inter-nest distances in Tabre 1 and

deveropment of mobility in Fig- 9). Before this â€e, chicks

are protected by behavioural adaptat,ions r+hich ensure reduced

spontaneous nobility (Uin 1984), and by lorç leve1s of
responsiver¡ess to calLs of potentially danEferous adults (Evans

1973). ïf ùhe hypothesis relating the development of
individual recoEinition to the orrset of mobility is correct, ühe

chicks should have acquired the abirity to recognize their
parent's ca]ls by no later than the age of eighü days.

MULTIVARIATE AN^åLYSIS OF MEF¡ CåLLS

A system in r+hich chicks must jdent,ify their parents' meyr

calls requires that any parent's mev¡ call be much more sinilar
t'o other mer¿ calls of that parent.than to mev¡ carls piiven by

other birds. As revier¿ed by Beer (L972), the importance of
this concept has been recoElnized by authors for some time (e-€-

Ramsay 1951; Hutchj-son et al. 1968; Evans lg70a), and there
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have been naru/ different methods used to report cases in which

inter-individ.ual differences have been greater than intra-

individual differences.

I used multivariate methods to test, the uniqueness

of herring gull mer+ calls.
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METHODS

INDIVIDUAL RECOGNÍ TTON

Followinef Beer (1979), r subjected chicks to mer+ carls as

they were being given by adults aù nest sites (i.e. "tive"
i-nstead of on tape) in 1979, between 25 June and 10 July.
Nests in flat areas were staked and visited daily to obtain
chicks whose ages were knor¿n. Forty nests ïfere staked, from Zg

June to 2 July, in an area of the corony r+hich included öhe

study area used in Lg77 and 1978, ând other undisturbed areas.

r used a v¡ide area so that it r¡ourd never be diffieult to
seleet two chicks of the same aÉie, each of r+hieh normally would.

not have heard the vocalizati-ons of the other's parents.

chicks lrere testecl at the âges of tvro, six, and eight days-

Trials Here conducted as fo11or+s. one ehick, to be the
stranger, \{as taken from its nest ancl praced in a hardware

croth caÊfe, a cube approximately 2o cn on a side. The cage Has

covered i+ith a tight canvas cover v¡hich prevented seeing in or
out. No shadows vrere visible through the thick canvas, everì in
bright sunlight

The strarìger nas carried to the nest site of the resident
chick for the trial. There, the resident r+as placed in a

covered caÉie exacLly as was the stranger. All other eggs

and,/or chicks r¿ere removed from ühe nest and taken far enough

a\{ay that vocalizations the siblings might give r¡ourd not be

heard at the nesù site
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The two cages, containingl the resident, and stranÉler, $ere

placed approximately 1 m apart, and equidistant from the nesù

cup. Two cassette tape recorders (Sony Tc-15o), one for each

chick, líere started simultaneously. The tr¿o tapes t+ere

distinguished by reading the identity of each into its
recorder's integral microphone. The tape recorders were placed

inside tightry fitting canvas bags, v¡hich vrere acoustically
transparent enough to transmit the sound.s in the eorony- one

vras placed beside each caÉle. With the recorders still running,

I left the nest and r+alked away, usually to a point
approximately 1oo r from the nest, where r sat down and

v¿atched- Gulls were habituated sufficiently to the presence of
humans in the corony that after ny warking away and sittinef
down, or¡e parent usually reùurned to the nest site and resumed

normal behaviour. In 1o of 24 l-rial-s the parent continued to
exhibit an alarm posture and r had üo move out of sight before
the parent calmed dov¿n. In ühese cases (blind trials) f had

to interpret the resulüs solely on the eonüents of the
cassettes. In the other triars (visible triars) r could

usually see the parent landing, calling, and r¡alking around the

câEles.

After 15 min I returned to the nest and turned off the

recorders. I returned any siblings and/or eggs to the nest and

camied both câges to the nest from which r had taken the

stranger. There the resident became the stranEler, the strangfer

became the resident, and the experiment v¡as repeated. Each
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chick was therefore tested orìce or¡ its parer¡ts' territory and

once on the stranger's parents' territory. ^At the end of the

seeond trial, both chicks vrere reüurned to their nests.

Neither these ehicks nor ar¡y of their siblings were used agiain.

The tapes \{ere later played to score the results of the

trials. Both cassettes were rewound to the starting tine and

started simulüaneously. As the cassettes played., any

vocalizations by ühe parents \+ere noted and the voeal responses

of the chicks l*ere recorded.

Results \{ere analysed by means of 2 X 2 contingency

tables. Significance ças determined. r¡ith the Fisher-Yates tes.t

of significance (Yates 1934; Fisher 1946), also called Fisher,s
Exact Test (Conover 1971). This test caleulates the exact

probability of the occurrence of a specific 2 x 2 table, rather
than comparing¡ a test statistic v¡ith a criticar varue, and

therefore avoids the problems r+hich car¡ occur when the

approximation is used for tables having small values in some

cerls. ï generated probabirities v¡ith a small computer

ProÉiram, verified before use by comparison of test data witkr

the tables published by Finney (1948).

I.tI]LTIVARÏATE ANALYSIS OF ì.'ET{ CALLS

I used principal component analysis (PC^A) (Hotellinei 1933)

to express similarities within, and differences betvreen,

individual guIls. The benefits of PCA a'r'^ the objective
reduction of the dimensionality of a body of data r+hile
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retaining as mueh of the original variance, the measurement of
the contribution of each variable to the reduced-dimension

data, and the illustration of inter- and intra-individual
variability.

Mer+ calls lrere recorded at the nest site v¡hile chicks were

present. Most recordinEis were uade while chicks were being

called out to receive food froro a parent who had just arrived
on t'he territory. The purpose of controlring context r¡as to
avoid any problems rvhich might aríse from grading i-n mev¡ calls
between feeding and aggressive conte:rbs (Beer 1975).

All calls were recorded on a Uher stereophonic tape

recorder, using shielded coaxial cables and microphones plaeed

aü the nest site. The microphones vere covered by a thin cloth
to hide then and avoid disturbinEi the parents or chicks. One

track of the stereo tape r,¿as r¡sed to record calls and the other

Yras used to record simultaneous annoüation of the identity of
calling birds and the context. By playing back both tracks

durinef analysis, âny possibility of misidentifying birds vras

eliuinated.

Three or more satisfactory calls lrere obtained from each

of 1O birds. To facilitate analysis and minimize problems v¿ith

the validity of assumptions in parametr:ic statistics (Glass et

ai. Lg72), the sample size in analysis wås fixed ai; three calls
for each individual. In the case of birds for which more than

Lhree satisfactory calls were available, the ealls to be

analysecl rrere chosen randomly.
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Sonagrams of all the cal-Is vrere printed on a I'lodel 675 Kay

Eleetric l.lissilyzer- Two sonaÉlrans Here made for each carr:
one vlith narrow band y¡idth for reasuring frequeney, and or¡e

with r+ide band width for measuring tine. All sonaelrams were

made using the expanded scale.

six variables were measured on each sor¡aÉiram: (1) number

of harmonics visible, (2) duraüion of the eall, (3) the
frequency rar¡ge of the loudest harmonic, (4) the maximum

frequency of the loudest harmonic, (b) the t,ine from the
beginning of the roudest harmonie until the point of maximum

frequency, (6) the tine from the beginning of the loudest
harmonic until ühe point of minimum frequer¡cy.

All of the above measurements were made in E¡r directly
from the sonaElram, to avoid roixinef units in the anarysis ancl to
avoid any errors of translation while converting linear units
to s and k[Iz.

Data v¡ere standardízed before anarysis, üo equalize the
contribution of aII variables to multi-variate descriptions
(Kreinbaun and Kupper 1978). To express, in two dimensions,

the six-dimensional space and location occupied by the calls of
eaeh of the 10 individual gulls being analysed, two principar
conPoner¡ts were extracüed. from the data. The algorithm used to
Éienerate characteristic roots and vectors was Householder

Ortega - Flilkinson (Buhyoff et aI. 19BZ). The scores for all
30 c¡bservations Þrere calculated for both principal components,

and the points plott,ed. The three points representing the
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observations for each individual v¿ere joined, so that an

affangetent of 1O trian€ll-es shov¿ed the relative locations of
the calls of the 10 gulIs in üvro-dimensional prineipal
component space.

As r+as the case in Hotelling's (1933) original application
of the technique, no rotation of axes vras performed on the
components- The intention of the analysis was not to generate

simple structure (Thurstone 1935, in Tatsuoka LgTLi Kleinbaum

and Kupper 1978), but only to illustrate spatiar rerationships
in tr+o dimensions and degfeneracy in the correlation matrix for
the six variables.
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RESULTS

INDIVIDUAL RECOGNITION

Six chicks viere tested at two days of âÉie, 1O at si.x days,

and eight at eight days. Chicks in the cages rarely moved and

did not €live ar¡y overt sign of distress.

In all trials at least one parent returned to the

territory, but not always to the nest. .{fter landing, usually
near the nest and between the cages, the parent typically
vocalízed for a few minutes- These calls \+ere å combination of
call notes and alarm calls. During this period the genera.l

Ievel of noise in the vicinity returned to normal as alt
parents gradually stopped voealizing. Then the parent began

r+alking around the territory, apparently searching for the

mj.ssin€ chick(si- ft r¡as in this phase of the trial that mevr

calls r¿ere giiven- The tine required for the parent to stop

giving call notes and alarm calls and to begin searching ranged

from 3 to 11 minutes in the trials during v¡hich rnew calls were

Eliven. ïn the trials during v¿hich no mew calls were Siven, the

parent usuaì-Iy eontinued to ÉJive call notes and,/or alarm calls.
Mew calls viere Éiiven in 12 of the 24 trials. All mev¡s

?ere monotonal (Äppendix 2). Parents seemed üore likely to
give mew calls during blind trials (7 out of 10) than dt¡ring

visible trials (5 out of L4}, but the difference was not

significant (p = O. 11).

Hundreds of call notes and alarm calls nere giiven by
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parents during ühe trials. There was rìever any response from

the chieks to these calls. severar dozen long carls were

given. one chick chittered after approximately a minute,s
silence forlowingi a lon€i call- This is the onry example of a

chick's possibly respondin€r t,o a carr other than a mew carl.
one stranger chick began to vocalize in ühe absence of åny

carls from the resident parent. rn onry one of the 12 trials
in Hhich a mevÌ call was gliven eräs there rìo response from either
chick

The use of the mevr call by parents with chicks âged tvro,

six, and eight days is shown in Fig. 10- There appears to be .a

change from infrequent use of the call at two days (1 out of 6

trials) to commorì use of the call when the chicks are six or
eight days old (11 out of 18 trials). This trend r+as tested
and found to be nen-significant (p = O. OB).

The Hay in which parents return to the nest after a major

disturbance, sueh as a visit to the nest by a human, changed as

the chicks €irew oLder. The parents of chicks tr+o days ord

always returned direcüly ùo the nest as soon as r walked away

(6 or¡t of 6 trials). The parent,s of chicks six to eight days

old usually returned to the territory, but noù directly to the
nest site (direct returns in B out of 18 trials, p = O-OZ).

For the 12 trials in v¿hich mew carls r+ere Éliven, strangers
responded in five trials to the calls of the resident chíck, s

parent. Signífica¡rtly mÕre resident chicks vocalized (11 out
of 12 trials, p = O- 01) - This significant level of
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Fig- 10. The use of me*r carls by parents having chicks aged

tr+o, six, ancl eight days.
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differentiar response to the chick's own parents indicaöes
presence of individuar recognition of the parent,s voice by

younÉ|.

Not only did the experiments demonstrate that chicks can

recognize their parents' mew calls; they also suggest that
parents do not reco€irìize their chicks' voices. At three nests,
v¡here the resident young and parent exhibited particurarly rong

and repetitive vocar exchangies r+hile the stranger chick
remained sirent, the parent moved to the cage containinÉi the
resident chick and continued to mer¿ and r¿alk around the ca€ie-

At another nest, the stranÉJer chick began to vocaliz.e
(apparentry spontaneously, for r¡o me$ had. been given by the
parent), then the parent began to mew within Z sec. In a trial
r¿here both chicks vocalized., the parent v¡arked back and forth
between ühe cages, continuing to illew- These data suggest that
parents responded indiscriminaüely to any vocally aetive ehick,
and did not recognize vocalizations of their ovrn chicks.

I'JULTIVARIATE ÁNALYSTS OF MEW CALLS

The essential qualities of the sonagram data on mey? ca.lls
are that variation between irrdividuals (distance betv¡een means)

is high and variation within individuals (stand.ard deviations)
is low (Table 6). This pattern is also visible from bhe

arrangement of sonaÉirans (Fig. 11); there are conspicuous

similarities r+ithin birds and conspicuous differenees beüween

birds.

the

the
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Table 6. The means and standard deviations (in parentheses) ofthe variabres measured on sonaÉÍrans of mew calls. Allvariables except number of harmonics are given in mm, as theywere taken from the sonaÉJrâüs -

Bird [Iarmonics Duration Frequerìcy
Range

Maximum Time to Time to
Frequency Maximum l,!inimum

F'requency Frequency

3

J

(o)

2
(o)

3
(o)

7
(o)

3
(o)

t)
(o)

.)
(o)

5
(o)

¿
(o)

3
(o)

L36.7( 7. s)

109- O
(25- 1)

Izs.3
(17.6)

90.3
(2L. 4)

114. O( 7-o)

LO7 .7( 6. r¡

164.7
( 14.6)

180.3
(28. 4)

165.3
( 5.O)

108. 7
( 11. o)

8.3
(3.2'

14. O
(4.41

16. 3
(2. Ll

17. O
(1.7)

L7.7
(1.5)

18. O
(2. o)

24.3
(1.2)

33.3
(2.1)

38- 3
(3. B)

11. O
(1.o)

37.7
( 21. 1)

60.3
( o.6)

27.2( o. a)

26. O(o)

32. O
( 1.o)

35.7( 1- s)

74.3( 1.s)

37.7( o.6)

57. O
( 4.6)

30.3
( 1.2)

85. O
(5. o)

62-7
(16.2)

74-O
(13.e)

4-3
( 1.5)

30" 7
(47.2)

6.7( o.6)

6.7
( 1.2)

6. O( 1.o)

136. 7
( 7.6)

75.3
(61. e)

LZg .3
( 17. 6)

o(o)

o(o)

b

7

I

o(o)

114- O( 7. o)

707 -7( 6. r)

1"64-7
(14.6)

18O.3
(28.4)

161. O
( 5.6)

103. O
( 10. 4)
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Fig. 11. sonagrams of the mer¿ calls of four of the gulls used

in the pri-ncipal components analysis. Three calls are shown

for eaeh 9u11, indentified as A, B, C, and D.
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The sùructure of the two components created in the
principal comPonent analysis of uev¿ call data is shown in Table

7 - Each of the tvro col-umns of weights is a set of coeff icients
used in the linear combination of six original variables into
one derived variabre, or principar conporìenü score- The two

columns of loadings are the correlations between eaeh original
variabre and the derived variabre created, by the weights. The

two derived variables included 69. Bit of the total variation in
the original six variables (5r.2% in pc r and 1g.6rí in pc rr).
The loadings (Tabre 7) are similar in nagnitude, showing that
alI variables contributed substantially to the components, witþ
the exception of duration and minimum poi_nt i_n component rr.
This means t'hat betv¡een gutls, mel+ calls differ with respect to
many variat¡Ies (at least six), rather than r+ith respect to onry
one or tv¡o.

Fig- 12 illustrates the spatial relationships betr+een t,he

calrs of individuar gulrs in the sampre when pc r and pc rr are
used to present a two-dimensionar representation of â system

which is in fact at least six-dimensionar- rn this sampre,

separation between individuals is complete, meaningf that for
all 3O mew calls, measureü]ent of the six variables used. here
r+ould aIlow the iclentification of the callíng bird. with 1OO%

accuracy
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Table 7. The factor weights and roadings for two principar
components derived from the six original variables for herring
€uI1 ner¿ calls.

variabre $leight fleight Loading Loading
(PC r) (Pc rr) (PC r) (PC rr)

Harmonics O. 1685 -O.66JO O.51Tg -O-74O7

Duration -O.2B2O -O.1Z4B -O.8661 -O.1A95

Frequency
Range -O.2393 -O.4O4O -O.7349 _O.4514

Maximum
Frequency -O.1973 O-4428 -O.6061 O.4947

Tine to
Maximum
Frequency O.1995 O.Z9L4 O.6181 O -8L44

Time to
Minimum
Frequency -O.2858 -O. O39O -0, BTT8 -O. 04A6
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Fig- L2- Individual distincti-veness of men calls of 1O herring
gulls, as demonstrated by principar component scores. Eaih
gurr is represented by a triangle, y¡ith a prineipal component

score at each vertex-
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DÏSCUSSION

INDIVÏDUAL RECÛGNITION

The system of recognition operatinEf betr+een herrinEf Elurr
parents and chicks, appears to consist of the following
sequence. In the first four to five days of a chick's life,
parents give mew calls during feedings and during normal

contact at the nest site, but do not çfive mew carrs r¿hen trying
to locate chicks. By the age of six to eight days, chicks have

developed the ability to discriminate beüween mew calIs Éfiven

by their parents an'd. mev¡ carls given by other gurrs and

vocarize selectively to their parents, mew carls. (The nurl
hypothesis of inability to recognize calrs is rejected. ) when

the chicks are at least six to eight days old, and are mobile
enough ühat they often are difficult üo find, parents give mew

calrs 'to locate their chicks- The parents feed. and care for
any chicks rçhich respond appropriately to their mev¡ carls.

under this system, r¿here adults apparently do not
individually recoÉlnize their own your¡g, chicks could. respond to
strangers as if they were their owrì parents, and be adopted in
error. A similar recoÉinition system has been suËlËfested for the
laughing erulI (Larus atricilla) (Beer lg7g ) . If ân ad.ult
adopt,s the chicks of another brood., the adurt is investing its
resourees in another gulI's contribution to the next
6leneration- This could decrease the probability of survival of
the adopting parent and its own younÉf (if still alive). Thus



it seems anomalous that parents should not recogníze their owr¡

young and be able to reject strange younÉi seeking adoption.

Further cor¡sideration suggests this does not happen because of
the danÉlers inherent in a parent making an error and. farsely
rejecting its own younÉi. Attacks by adults on chicks are often
fatal- (Kirkman L937; Davis and Dunn 19T6; Burger 1gg4). The

seleetive cost of caÈing for an ad.opted chick is surely less
than the sel-ective cçst of the d.eath of one's owr¡ chick.
ldoreover, if a chick loses its parent, this system alrov¿s the
chick to "cheat" vrhen its situation becomes d.esperate: it can

become ress serective, respond to another gull's mew call, and

increase its chances of being adopted- There v¿ould thus appear
to be an overall advantage accruing to all individuals und.er

the existing reeognítion system.

Note that in the recognition of calls being discussed
here, speci-es recoÉfnition is not important- unlike vocar
communication during matinEf, vrhere species identification is
critical, the onry recognition v¿hich confers a selective
advantagie to a herring gut] ehick is the recognition of the
calls of its tr+o parents. This point renders ülore

understnndable the results of Evans (19?5), which showed that
parentallv naive herring gull chicks stayed sil-ent and still
v¡hen exposed to herrinEi Efurl mer¿ calrs. The logiicar default
response to a mew carr shourd be to remaÍn silent and stilr.
chicks should respond onry when sure that the call ühey hear is
from one of ùheir parents. The corresponding default response
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for a parent should be to feed a begging chick indiscrininately
near the nest site- rn the event of an ad.option occurring
because of these responses, the adopting parent is not being
altruistic, as suggested by pierotti (1gSO). It is just being
careful not to hurü its ov¿n cl¡ick, and it is relying on its own

chick's ability to recognize mew ca11s.

This interpretation of the recognition system in fanilies
of herring gulrs suggests that interpretations of adoption in
€u1ls as being naradaptive (Horley 1gg4) or based on non-kin
altruism (Pierotti lgBO) may be incorrect. .As indicated by
I'la1tz (1981) (tenpered by pierotti lgBZ), it is necessary to
define terms clearly in analyses of thÍs üype. Traits which
impose â cost on individuals which possess them are only
maradaptive if the net result is fewer offspring i_n the next
generation- A long-term examination r:f costs and. benefits is
required before claims of maladaption can be justified, and

they do not appear to be so in the present instance.

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS OF }.'ET{ CALLS

Flhen assessing the physioloef ical basis for vocal
recognition, Ramsay ( 1951) referred to '.several factors,
variation in any one of v¿hich upsets the recognition behavior
of parents and youngf". Hutchison et aI. (196S) examined seven
variables taken from sonaÉirans of the "fish calls" of Sandvrich

terns (S'berna santlvicensis). They calculated coefficients of
variaùío' for all variabres, and concluded that the three
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variables whieh contained the greatest variations were used. for
individual recog¡nition- Evans (1gZOa) presented. a S X 3 array
of sorìagråns of black-bi1led gurr (Larus burleri) mew carrs,
with columns representinÉ individuals and. rovls representing
repl ications . Cons istency v¿ithin individ.uals was readi Iy
apparent. Beer (L972>, dearing v¿ith severar calls of laughing
gu11s, also used sor¡agrams to illustrate inter-individual
variabil-itv- Baker (1gsz) measured. five variabres from
sonagrams of the "purr" carLs of dunlins (calidris arpina). He

then selected the three variables v¡ith the largest süandard
deviations to create a three-d.imensionar ploü of the carls of
rr individuars, irlustrating the rerative nagþitude and

orientation of differences beüween the calrs of individuars.
All of the above methods for demonstraùing the individual

distincti-veness of calls make the essential point, but each has
a drar¿back. Hutchison et aI- (1968) arbiürarily selected three
variables, and did not examine relationships betv¿een variables-
This is a v¡eakness of univariate statistics which is often
cit,ed bv authors of texts on murtivariate statistics (e.g.
Tatsuoka 1971i Ha*is lg?b ) . Evans ( 1gzoa ) and. Beer (7grz)
made clear visual points, but there \{as no quantitative measure

of differences or similarities. Baker (1gBZ) shov¿ed three_
dimensional relationships, but v¡as also arbitrary in selecting
three variables and. provid.ed no estimate of intra-individual
variance. Perhaps the individuars in Baker,s plot should be

represented, not by points, but by spheres r¡hich overlap
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considerably. $lithout some expression of v¿ithin-individual
vâr1ance, wê do not knov¡ which representation, spheres or
points, is more correcù. Beer (rg7z) summarízed, the above

difficulties when he stated "Frequenc l /i-ime patterns displayed
in some spectrograû¡s are sometimes so complex that
specification in quentitative (sie) terms is difficurt or
cumbersome- ", and he reried on subjective evaluations such as

the statement that, because of overlap, crooning carls âppear
"to be quite useless as a mear¡s of individual identification".

rn contrast to Beer's resurts, the pc^å anarysis of rew
calls used in this study reiected the null hypothesis of calls'
not being individuarry distinctive and made two clear points-
Flhen feeding chicks, herringi gurls give mew calrs r+hich are
unique and consistent. Arso, the unique nature of these calls
is not determined by just or¡e or tr¿o variables, but by at least
six.

The implieations for systems of ind.ividual recop[nition are
substantiar. six or nore dimensions arlow sufficient ..room.,

for a large number of unique calls. Each of the mar¡y adults
v¡hose carls would be audible to a chick in the first weeks of
life therefore courd occupy a unique location in ühe

nultidimensional space enclosing all mew calls.
Bv exhibiting variability betr¿een individuals in at least

six d.inensions, the adults, mew calls provide chicks with the
possibility of uniquery identifìying individual adurts, even in
colonies of thousands of breeding pairs. There woul-d clearly
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be strongl selection for ehicks r+ho developed improved auditory
discrisination before the onset of mobility-

rn future research, it would be usefur to conpare the
auditory identification of adults by usinÊÍ mew calls, r+ith the
visual identification of chicks by using spotting patterns.
I¿liller and Emlen (1975) found that adults did. not respond to
changes in the appearanees of their chicks, but sampre sizes
were small, and no comparison of the rerative uniqueness of
spotting patterns and vocalizations $as conducted.

rn analyses of the adaptive significånce of vocal
recoÉinition and the relative merits of visual and vocal systeds
of individuar recognition, it is important to consid.er the
inplieations of the fact that visual communication systems

almost always present the possibility of tvro-way transrission
of information, v¿hereas vocar communi-cations can readily be

one-r¡ay- A gfull chick can listen to an adult's vocal-izatíon
vrithout revealing its location, but to look at an adult, iü
must take the risk of being seen- use of auditory recognition
could ühus be a highly adaptive means of reducing the risk of
predation by neighbours (PART 1) in this species.

Vocal displays also appear Iikely to allov¡ d.iscrinination
to occur more quickly. This is important in ühe context of the
fev+ seconds available for a chick to make a critical d.ecision-

VOCALIZATTONS IN RELATION TO CLIFF AND FLAT NESTTNG HABITATS

The data presented above, in which chicks reco€ini_ze the
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distinctive vocalizations of their parents, make the suceessful
nestinËÍ by herring €ulls on both cliffs and flatland less
parad.oxicar. ûD flatrand, this system provid.es the chicks, who

must hide from predatory neighbours, with reliable criteria for
deciding v¡hen to come out of hidin€ to be fed and. protected by

their parents- Individual recoÉlnition may be less important on

criffs, v¿here potential brood mixin€i is less tikery. rnd.irect
evidence, from experimentarly ind.uced adoptions (Berens von

Rautenfeld 1978) suggests that recogfnition may in fact be Iess
well-developed at cliff nests, althouEfh câses of adoptions at
cliff sites found by Berens von Rautenfeld nay merely refreqt
lack of escape routes for chicks. Moreover, orr cliffs, the
safety of chicks is provided for primarily by their inclination
to make repeated use of good hiding places and to avoid cliff
edges, rather than avoiding neiÉlhbours- fndivid.ual recognition
r+ould presumably only come into play on cl iffs if the
arrangemenf of neighbouring nest redges were to pose risks
simirar to those encountered on ftatland- Thus a single set of
vocal signals and respor¡ses exists which is evid.ently robust
enough to allovr heming gull_s to nest on both cliffs and

flatland-
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PART 3: SIHULATION OF PATTERNS oF

I'IORTALITY IN HERRING GULL CHICKS

ÏNTRODUCTION

rt was hypothesized in the GEIIEEÁL TNTRoDUCTT0N, and

suggested by data in PART 1, that patches of massive juvenile
mortality caused by chain-reaetion cannibalism eourd be a

significant mortality factor in heminel efu1Is. Although this
phenomenon has been reported in other studies (Davis and Dunn

1976; Burger 1gB4; schoen and l.lorris 1gg4), it is difficult to
use fierd data to test hypotheses reÊÍarding the rnagnitude .of
its importance because of its rarity and unpredictabiliüy, and

because of the logistic difficulties and the tÍme scales in
herring gurr population dynamics. rt nas feasíbre, hor+ever, to
use computer simulations of the positive feedback system of
chain-reaction cannibarism to indicate whether the h¡rpothesis
is plausibre, and if so, at v¿hat revers of spacin€! and

predation.

r addressed five questions in the simuration work. can

the proPosed system of rare and unpred.ictable chain-reaetion
cannibalism generate a significant level of juvenile rnortality?
rf siÉinifieant juvenile mortality can be €enerated, at what

nesting densibies does it occur? fn order for chain-reaction
cannibalism to be a significant facüor in the nesüing of
herring gulls, hor¡ rong musü parents remain on theír
territories after losingi all their chicks? (This period r+ir1
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be refemed to berow as rag time, and parents who have lost all
their chicks will be referred to as bereaved parents. ) rn

order for chain-reaction cannibatism to be a significant factor
in the nestingi of herrinef gul1s, how much uust a chick,s
probability of survival be reduced v¿hen a neighbour has 1ost
all its chicks and remains on territory? rs chain-reaetion
cannibarism rikery to affect cliff and. frat nesting herring
gulls differentially?
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tltETHODS

All sinulation r+ork was performed on a Compaq Deskpro 286

with programs (Appendix 5) (F;.g. 18) written in Turbo paseal.

The general principle of operatiorì îrås to have the model step
through a breeding season day by day. On each day, each of Zb

nests was checked to see if its chicks were hatched.. rf they
were, each chick was checked to see if it was alive. rf it was

a1ive, íts weight and its status relative to other nests v¿ere

evaluated and the probability of its survivinÊf the day was

calcurated- This car,curation was based on a multiple
regression equation v¡hieh used the characteristics of the nest
site before hatching, converted into a daily probability of
dying, according to the distribution of age at death for the
chicks known to have died in 1gz? and lgz8 at Kent rsland (pART

1). The selection of variables for use in the nultiple
regression equation -was performed by sequential_ly elininating
variables (fron hatching weight, hatchinÉi date, number of
chicks hatched, density variables, nest site variables) until
onlv those v¿hich added at least I% to the predictive capability
of the equation were retained..

The overarl probability of survival for eaeh chick,
calculated from. the above regression equation, was distributed
in the rnod.el among Lhe Zl dry= durinÉf r+hich the chick was

considered to be vulnerable. The method used for distributing
these probabiJ"ities v¿as to fit a polynomial equation to the
actual a€ie-sPecific death rates for chicks in life, and use the
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Fig. 13. Flor+ chart of t,he simulatior¡ prograrn.
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y-values of this curve to generate day-specific probabilities
of surviving' which r+ourd have a grand product equar to the
overall probability of the chick's surviving.

A number wäs chosen at random from a stand.ard normar

distribution ( see procedure RÁNDNORI.J, Append ix b ) . If the
probability of drawing a number as large as, or rarÉfer than,
the drav¿n number were smaller than the probabirity of the
chick's dying on that day, the chick vras crassified as dead.

rf the chick survived the day, its r+eiefht was increased
accordin€ to the $rowth equations fitted to field data obtained
by vreighing chieks every four days (PART 1). Flhen a chic.k

reached the age of 21 days or a weight of boo g, it r+as assumed.

to be safe, ¿rnd its probability of dyinEf on alr subsequent d.ays

of the breeding seåson v¡äs zero- Bach breeding season

continued until arl chicks were dead. or safe- At the end of
each season, the status of each chiek at each nest was printed-

Three input variables were manipulated.: d.ensity, the lag
for bereaved parents, and the changie in the probability of a

chick's dying if a set of parents r+ithin 5.O m became bereaved.

Details of the values of these variables are given below.

Fifty breeding seasons were conducüed for each set of input
variables. At the end of every set of bo seasons the üean and

standard deviat,ion of the number of surviving chicks and. the
number of extant broods Has printed-

rn many cases, data were not used in the mod.er exaetly as

they vrere g,athered in the fiefd, but were sinprified. to make
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the nodel more tractable or the results more €lenerar- For

example, in a real colony, a patch of 25 nests r+ould. shor+ a

¡an€Je of inter-nest distances- fn the model, i.;]ne 25 nests vrere

distributed approximately evenly on å squåre grid, within v¡hich

the inter-nest interval (grid interval) could be varied betr+een

simulations to generaLize about the effects of nestinef density-
Coordinaües of each nest were given minor rand.om d.eviations
from grid line interseetions 'to prevent nests from having
perfectly equar distances to neighbours. This arrangement of
nests falls between the perfectly even spacing of a set of
hexagonally packed territories and. the variable spacing of a

real colony-

The grid interval \ras varied from 2.o n to b-o m, at o.5 m

intervals- Fig. 14 shov¡s the seven frequency distributions for
the nunber of neighbours r+ithin 5.o m ai; the beginnins of each

simulation- Note that ühe grid intervar is the approximate
distance to the nearest neighbour for every nest at the
beginning of each season, and that the range of inter-nest
intervals used (2- o m to b.0. n) t¡rackets bhe overalr mear¡

distance to nearest neighbours in ny stufuz area, approximately
3 m (Tab1e 1).

The lag for bereaved. parents \{as varied from one to five
days. This ranÉie included most vaLues f,rom my field data.
Davis and Dunn (1976) reported birds remaining as long as seven

davs, but r observed that typically bereaved parenüs left in
tr+o tr¡ three days (PART 1).
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Fig- 14- Frequency distributions shovring the number of
neighbours vrithin 5. o m at the start of each season for each

grid interval used in simulations-
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The varues for the change in probabirity of a chick's
dyin€ nere arbitrarily varied fron¡ 0% to 4026, in steps of tO26.

At A%, there \{as no change in the probability of a chick,s
dying regardless of the nunber of bereaved parents wiühin b.0
m. At 4o%, the probability of a chick's dying on a given day

was 40ã greater than r+ould have otherwise been caleulated by

the polynonial fit of the multiple re€iression predietion for
that nest-

Alt nests reere assumed to have 2 danÉlerous quadrants, the
closest integral valr¡e to the mean number of dangferous

quadrants in the cliff area (Table 1) and. the exaet mean number

of dangerous quadrants for the flat area.

Arr nests and all eggs Here assumed to hatch on the sâme

day- Bvery nest r+as assumed to have two chicks hat,ch, the Á

and B chicks- All chicks viere assumerl to r+eigh the saüe at
hatching and gain weight aL the sane rate, both of which
parameters were determined by fitting the gror+th of chicks to a

curve-

Arthoueih weight gain is nost commonry fiüted. to sigmoidal
curves (logistic, von Bertaranffy, Gompertz) (Eicklefs lg7g;
Fieklefs 1983; ZuLlì-nger et al. 1gB4) I did noü use one of
these curves because the gfrowth of chicks d.urin€i the first
three weeks of life clc¡es not approach arì asymptote, but
continues to grow exponentiatly- The specific moder r used to
represent exponer:tial grovrth r+as
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*t

where

YI,E

a

b

t

= the weight of the chick at time ü
= the y-intercept of the equation (hatch r¿eight)

= the coefficient of exponential gror+th

= the aÉfe of Lhe chick in days

Ar1 growbh curves were estimated by a reast squares fit.
No data ïrere used which involved chicks over Too g or 2L days

of àÊê, to avoid using any d.ata points which were past the
likely inflection point of the long-tern signoid pattern of
€fror+th of the chicks. Separate equations r¿ere not generated

for A and B chieks for two reasons- An analysis of egg

dimensions (Appendix 4) did not shov¿ a signifieant difference
betv¡een .{ and B eggs; A and B eggs noukl therefore be expected.

to have the same y-intercept for their Éfrowth equations.
Moreover, the distinction between A and B eggs and chicks in
mâny clutches v¿as not certain. ff knov¿n A, B, or C chicks were

ùhe only data used to Elenerate a girovrth curve, a very smal_r

sample would have been available-

when simulations \{ere run using the above data, for every

combination of lag and grid interval one run was mad.e with the
change in probabirity of a chick's crying set at o%. This
removed the effect of predation by neighbours on the survival
of chicks, and provided a nethod of testin€i the model for bias.
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For each grid interval, the expected value of the mearì of the
results of these o2í runs -r*ould be the value predicted by the
multipre regression equation for that grid interval. The

eloser the mean to the deterministic prediction, the less trias
there v¿ouId be in the model _
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RESULTS

Table B (parts '{ and B) shows the parameters of gror+th

equations for all the categories of chicks, d.etermined from
1978 field data- The equation chosen for use in simulations
v/as the one describin€r grovrth of cliff Á and B chicks that
survi-ved to 5OO g. (Fig- 15), because the correlation
coefficient of this equation was higher ühan the correlation
eoefficient for chiuks in flat habitat (Table BA). Note that
åny differences between simulations using equations from cliff
and fl-at areas are 1ikely to be trivial: one equation reaches
5oo g in 17 davs and the other in 18 days. Arl chieks were

Éfiven a hatching weight (74 Ê,) equal to the y-intercept for the
growth equation of A and B chicks in cliff habitat.

Tabre BB shol¡s growth rates for chicks i+hich did not
survive, indicatinÉi the problens r¡hich can be associated with
pooling data from alt gurl chicks üo estimate gronth. The A

and B chicks from the frat area (Tabl_e BB) incruded several
chicks r+hich had been injured and faired to gain weight
normally over a period of many days prior to their dying. Had

bhey been included in the clata, they would have d.ecreaserl the
srope of the fitted rine by 1o%: the srope for the flatland. A

and B chícks that reached boo g r+as o. 111 and the srope for
flatland A and B chicks that did. not reach 5OO g was O. Ogg.

It is interesting to note that the C ehicks did not fol-Iovr the
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Table B. fntercepüs (ai.,
(r) and quality of fit (r")
B, and C chicks.

slopes (b), correlation
for equations of gror+th

coeffíeient
rates of A,

Category of
Chick

ba S. E. Days
to

5OO g

.A- Chicks that
cliff, A & B

FIat, A & B

Cliff & FIat, C

reached

74. 06

67.51

62. 92

B- Chicks bhat

cliff, A & B

Flat, A & B

Cliff & Flat, C

did not

68.27

62. 19

56.77

reach 5OO g:

0.119 O. B18

0. o99 0.850

o.L26 0.856

L7g TzB

194 67

LBz 22

0.274 40

0.227 61

o.255 2A

5OO g:

o. 112

0.111

o. 118

o.946

0.934

o.946

o.973

o.966

o_ 973

o.

o.

o.

L7

1.8

1B

0.905

o-922

o.925

77

2T

L7

g7



Fig. 15- The fit of ùhe growth equation to the scaüter of
vreights for.A and B chicks in the criff area. The equation of
the Éiror+th curve is

*t = 74'06 e0' 112t
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same associåtion betv¿een slow girovith and failure to survive,
exhibited by A and B chicks- The C chicks that tlied. actually
Éfre?r faster than the C ehicks that survived j in fact they Élrevr

faster than any other group of chicks.

rn the generation of a murtiple regression equation to
predict the number of chicks in a nest r+hich v¡il1 survive, 3

variables were reiected because they each contributed. Iess than
r% to the predictive capability of the equation: the number of
safe quadrants, the number of nests wiühin 2. b m, and. the
number of nests v¡ithin 5-O m. The accepted variables were tl¡e
distance to the nearest neighbour, the number of dangerous
quadran'bs, ttre hatch day, and, the number of chicks hatched.
(rn this study, ùhe only independent variabre in the equation
t+hich was manipulated cluring simulation was the distånce to the
nearest neighbour, so the multipre regression as used here is
effectively a simple linear regression- The details nf the
multipre regression equation were retained so that future
simulations courd be run r¡ith the same preclictor, thereby
generating results which r+i1t .be suit,able for comparison r¿ith
Lhis study. ) The resultine| equation was

= 1.995 + O.O12d + O_1ZSq 0.O5gh + O.SBTcn
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vrhere

e

d

q

h

"h

the predicted number of survivingi chicks,
the distance to the nearest neighbouring nest,
the number of dangerous quadrants around the nest,
the hatch day for the first egg ín the nest., and

the number of chicks hatched.

fo adjust the

Note that atthough the regression is significant (F =

8.45, df = 4.65, p < O.OS)), only 3bit of the variability in the
number of chicks produced per nest is aecounted for by the

,equation (r' = o.34g), and therefore there are factors other
than the site-specific variables measured here which strongJ_y
inflr¡ence the number of chicks prod.uced at a nest.

Because of the par-r,icular variabres serected., there v¿as

no need to make separabe specifir.' predictions about survj-va1 in
cliff arrd flat habitats. The distance to nearest neighbour and

the nuuber i¡f dangerous quadrants \./ere not signif icantly
different bet*,een eliff and frat habitats (Tabre 1). criff and

flat areas did ¡lot have significantly different hatch dates
(PART 1)- Direct measures of reproductive success (PART 1)

shor'¡ed ùhat there was no consistent d.ifference beÈr+een habitats
in the number of chicks hatehed per nest. Thus alr the
variables used to predict chick survj-va} occurued at the sÊme

üeån lever in bot,h habitats. Differences in the magnitude of
the variables represented, dj-ffererìces betr+een indivídr¡al nests,
not habitat types.

The polynomiai equation which ças used.
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overall

measurd.

w.f

where

probability of a chíck's dying to match the pattern
in the field was

=bo +br(xr) *b'(xt'] *b3(*r)3 +bn(*r)n

*t

L,),

b?

Lu4

the weight used
probability
prr¡babi l ity
day t

adjust the overall
a chick's dying to the
that chick's dyinÉi on

to
of
of

*t
bo

bt

the age of the chick on day t
-7.26407LOg

2-631131ô6

-o.325849884

o.0140932L44

-0- ooo203827235

The fit of this equation to data is shov¿n in Fig. 16.

The results of testing for bias, by settin€f the chang¡e in
the probability of a chíck,s dying i,ct zero (Fig - L7l, shor+ed

that the model contains a smal_l an,i faír1y cor¡sistent bías (S%

to B%) tor+ard overestimat,ing the survival of chicks- Given the
substanùial variability in survivar of chícks in the field, r
concluded that a bias of this magnitude \.¿âs inconsequential to
the objective of the study. The bias is unlikely to
affect cliff and ftatland differentially.

The resull-s of the simulations over a range of grid.
intervaLs, laÉis, and. values for the change in probabirity of a
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Fig. 16.
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Fig- L7 ' Tkre fit of stochastic sinulation results to the
murtiple regression line (see text for equation). Bach point
on the stochastic line is the mean number of chieks surviving
for 5o breeding seãsÕns, r,¡ith the change in the probability of
a chick's dying if a neighbour becomes bereaved set to zero.
The vertical lines represent +/- one standard deviation.
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chick's dving are shoçn in Fig. 1B and 19. Fig. 18 shows the
expected survival under each combination of input variables,
Fig- 19 the degree of variability (uneertainty) associated with
each combination. The fÍgures can be assessed most effectively
by comparinEi the graphs rçith respect to the degree to v¿hich the
lines di-verge as distance to nearest neighbour decreases-
Survival decreases vrith }ag and variability increases narkedly
as the probability of a chick's dying increases at snall grid
intervals.

Two conùrasts provide an index of hor+ much difference
shourd be expected betr¡een any t*o EÍrâphs in Fig. 18 and 19 o.n

the basis of chance al_one: the frequency distribution of the
number of neighbours v¿ithin 5. o m (Fig - 14) is the same for 3. o
and 3-5 rn grids, and for 4-o and 4.5 m grids. The expected
results for each of these pairs of grid. j-ntervals are the saü¡e,

and so any differences in resurbs v¡ithirr a pair are due to
chance.

The siûrulation results illustratecl in Fig_ 18 and 19 can

be related to data from eliffs and flatland by comparing the
gricl intervars used in the simul_ation with actuar mean

distances to nearest neighbours (Table 1), and by comparing the
frequency distrit¡utierns in Fig. 14 v¿ith the mean number of
neighbours within S.O m (Table 1). Most of the nests in the
Kent island study area are represen'r,ed by the graphs for gr:id
interval-s of 3. o to 4- 5 m, arthough some (either isorated nests
or nests v¡hich Here iess than 1 m from the nearest neighbour)
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Fig- 18. The rel-ationship between survival of ehicks an<l

changing levels of rag -uine, changies in the probabirity of a

chick's dyinÉî when a bereaved parent r¿as r+ithin b.o m, and grid
interval-- AIl graphs shov the combineC survival from 2b nests
on t'he y-axis, the number of days a bereaved parent remains on

terriüory (Iag) on the x-axis, and. a separate rine for each of
five levels of the change in probability of a chick,s dying.
The five levels, and the correspr)nrlingf lines are:

0?6

10%

2oiã

30%

40r
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Fie. 19- The relationship bet.*een the variability of the
survíval nf chicks and changiingi ]evels of input, vari_ables, as

in Fig- 18. The y-axis expresses variability as the
coefficient of variation for the number r:f chicks surviving a

So-season run: the standard. cleviation ,livided by ühe mean,

multiplierì bv loo- The fíve levels of change in probability of
a chick's dying, and -Lhe correspond.in€ lines on the fiÉiure, are
as in Fig- 18-
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are described by the more extreme Eiraphs.

The above simu]at,ion results, and the smalr arrd variabre
differences in nestinÉi densities in cliff and. flat habitats
suggest that the phenoménon of chain-reaction cannibalisro v¿ould

not act differentially on ciiffs and flatland. Differences in
the frequency and severity of the prÕcess wourd. rather be

gleneraLed by factors not necessarily related to habitat type,
but by factors influencin6f nesting density, disturbance, and.

foraging strategies.
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DISCUSSION

^åPPLTC^åTION OF SI}''ULATION TO HERBING GULL BREEÐING BIOLOGY

The first question to be addressed by simulation v¡ork Has

whether condítions could be created und.er v¿hich significant
juveni l-e rnortal ity could be generate,l by chain-reaction
cannibalisu- Simulation clearly demonstrated i¡,hat dramatic
mortality could be generated., but this d,emonstration was

performed y¡ith simplified systems, arbitrary magnitudes of
parameters, and abstract quantities- rf these resurts are to
be useful, in terms of making inf,erences about effective
reproductive strategies and. the corrsequer¡ces of environmental
changes, they must b,e related to real conditions in the nesting
environment of herrin€f ÉiuIIs.

The second questi-on poserl in the INTRODUCTION deals .r+ith
just such a connection v¿ith real d.ata: at what nesting
densiLies should we expecü chain-reaction cannibalism? FJhen

densities exceeded the revel of more than five neighbours
v¡ithin 5- 0 m in sin¡ulation (grid intervals z.o to B.o m), chain-
reaction cannibalism occurred often, and with d.ramatic effects,
as shor+n by the rowered survival of chicks and. the steep rate
of inerease of the coefficient of variaüion in the graph of the
2-o m €rid simuratit-¡n. rn rgrr and 1gr8, no nests in my study
areås had more than five neiÉihbours r+ithin b.o m, but severar
torerated öne .rri,i+o neighbours ress than 1 m away_ parsons

(19?6) studying lierring gulls on the rsle of lrlay, scotland,
found f,hat most of the nesùs he observed (n = B1g) had 4 - T
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r¡ests r+ithin 5.0 m, and therefore provid.es data to test the
models predictions" rn all of t-he periods of the breedinËf

season, the nests with the greatest number of neighbours (3 4

within 2- 5 m) had the lowest survivorship of chicks. Moreover,
as the breedinEf season progressed and the number of bereaved.

parents increased, the survivorship of chicks in the densest
cateÉiory steadily decreased, from 42l earÌy in ühe season to O%

at the end of the season. Davis and Dr.¡nn (1926), studying a

resser black-backed gull colony on skokhorn in south l{ales,
also report high densities (up to 1O nests r¡ibhi-n a 14 X 14 rD

square) - They also found the associaüion of the lovrest
survival with the highest densities, and specifically noted
increasing predation by bereaved parents late in the breeding
seâsor¡.

ff a change in tÌ:e availability of nesting sites v/ere to be

created, perhaps by an agenü such as the erosion of the banks
of a nestin$ island or peninsula, an effective reproduetive
strategy for herrinEf giulls v¿ould be to nove and sacrifiee sorne

anti-predator protection by leaving a large Eiroup, rather than
tolerate a dangerously high density of nests. This provides an

interesting mechanisn for the creation of new colonies during
periods of popuJ-ation growth, such as the one exhibited by

herring gulls in th_l-s century

of L)ol.rr:-ìe, limibing Lhe number of neighbours is simply
another t?ay of stating the previously demonstrated principle
that there is a ruinimuur acceptable territory size {e.g. Davis
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and Dunn 1976; Burger 1gB4), but the picture tends to be

crearer in å set of simulation results than in fietd. data,
v¡here samples are neeessarily sma1ler, and parad.oxieal results
are comlnon- These graphs shov¿ the approximate point r¿here the
risk of becoming caught in a patch of chain-reacti_on
cannibarism ffay balance the advantage of cooperative anti-
predator behaviour-

The third quest,ion addressed by simulation was the length
of the tag time required to initiate chain-reaction
cannit-¡arism. rn simulation, lag times of four or five days
caused occurrer¡ces of unpredictat¡le high mortality. .4s

rientioned earrier, Ðavis and Dunn (1926) found that parents
commonly remained on their territories for seven d.ays afùer
IosinËf all their eggs or chi_cks, so the la€ times used in these
simulations do occur in nature. The inclination of bereaved
parents stay on bheir tercitories and foråge for chicks on the
colony would be expected to be sensitive to other foraging
possih,ilities rìear the colony- ff there r¡ere r¡o source of
abundant food near the corony, bereaved parents r¡ouId be

expected either to leave the general areâ of the corony quickly
bo search for food, or ùo remain longer at the corony, r¿here

they could speci-alize, ab reast for a bime, in preying on

surviving chicks. An inverse reraLionship between the
vulnerability of chicks and the abun¡lance r¡f nearby fo6d
suppries could arso arise from the activities of chicks and.

parents in surviving b:roods. rf food were scarce, parents
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ï¿ould have to spend more time off the territory. Their chicks,
as they beeame more hungry, wourd t¡e more likely to leave
hidinei places in search of food (cf. Hunt and Hunt 1976).

The fourth question Iisted early in this section deatt
v¿ith the de€iree to whích the probability of a chick,s survival
was decreased by the presence of a bereaved parent wíthin 5 ü_

Extreme decreases in survival of chicks and extreme uncertainty
regardinÉi the outcome of a particular breed.in€i season only
occurred when the chanEie in probability of a chick's dying î¿as

hieh ( 4o%i .

rf chicks have secure hiding places, a largfe sþange in
probabil ity of survival cannot occur, because the typicar
pattern of t¡ehaviorrr for chicks, whi_ch is to hide and. only
appear when a parent vocarizes, places a ceiling on the effect
a predatory neight'our can have, anrJ. reclrrces the probability of
gienerating chain-reaction cannibarism. AgaÍn, parson's (19?6)

data provide a conf irmation of the mod.el's pre,lictions -

Parson describes his study area as a "lov¡ fraL rocky outcrop.,,
which su€iÉfests that rittle cover \{ås avairabfe for the chicks.
This situatic¡n is corrsistent v¿ith the reduction of survival üo

O% late in the breecling season: there \+as no ceilinÉi on the
effect of predatory neigtrbours. rn contrast, Davis and Dunn

found that chicks r+hicir had. access to cover, with some open

areas (presumably to allorç parents to find and. feed. them) had
much increased sur.vivor.shj-p

The las1; questit¡n with which simulation work was concerned.
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was whether chain-reactic¡n cannibalism cou1d. be expected to act
differentially clif f and f I at habit,ats - There Has no

indication in field data or simulation results to suggest that
there was sufficient difference betr,¿een cliff and flat habitats
in density, lag t,ime, or vurnerability of chicks to cause this
to be the case- Nesting densities differed between habitats,
but not consistentry. F.oraging conditions near the colony,
presumably a major factor in determining Iag times, l¡ould be

the sârue whether a parent nested on a criff or a flat site.
The abundance of hiding places for chicks, measured. as safe
quarters, is significantly greater in the flat habit,at (Tabre

1i' but t'he increased abundance of hiding places or¡ flat sites
is offset by ii:e fact -r,hat the cover on f1at1and. is annuar

veÉietation, and the cover on c-liff sites is crevices in rock.
ft is l-ikely that a chick under vegetation could sometimes be

attacked t¡y arì adurt gul}, but a chick in å rock crevice is
invulnerable to attack. Thus the degree to vrhich the
probability of su.vivar of a chick is decreased. by the presence

of a bereaved neighbrrur seems unlikely to be different on cliff
and fl-at sites.

FUTÛRE USE OF TTIE MODEL

Although a simplified form of the model \.¿ås used. here to
make a specific compariso. bel-wee. habitats, tl¡e model has the
potential to be extended to oùhrer aspects of herring gull
biology, such as the importance of the pattern of feeding
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chicks and the associated processes of sibling rivalry and the
inclination of hungry chicks to vrander. rn this study, arl
chicks were equivalent, but an accurate representation of the
biology of herring ÉÍutls must include differences in síze,
differences in growth rates, and eompetition among siblings
{Werschkul and Jackson 1g7g; Rieklefs 1g7g, L}BZ and Hahn

1981).

of particurar interest r+ill be the importance of the c

chick in such simulation. The high variability of growth rates
(Hébert 1985; Hlebert and Barclay 1986; this study) suggest that

C chicks constitute a heüeroÉieneous €iroup, interacting 'in
comprex ways with the heteroEieneous pattern of nortarity in
herring €ul-I colonies.
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GENERAL DTSCUSSION

CLIF"F AIID ELAT HABITATS

The prime orientation of this study r¿as to deùermine how

herring gull-s eould reproduce v¡ith apparent success in tv¿o

d.ifferent habitats, eliffs and. flatland, v¿hen previous studies
(Cul]en 1957; Emlen 1963i Hailman 1965; Mclannahan 19ZB)

indicated that breedinEf on cliffs required a set of very
specialized characterisüics. This presentation of the problem

rças t¡aserl on tv¡o assumptions: that eliffs and f 1atland
presented two different kinds of threats to the survival of
chicks, ând that the way in which serection operated on chicks
!/âs primarily a function of the type of habitat, in r+hich the
chicks lived- Nothing in the study validated either of these
assumptions. The only threat to the su¡'vival of ehicks, which
occurred in troth Lrabitats, r+as uncontrolled wanderingi. The

survival of chicks was not a function of the habitat in r+hich

bhe chick lived, but rather of oöher characteri-stics of the
immediate nesting environment of the chick, such as d-istance to
neighbours, predatory acti-ons by neighbours, and aecess to
hiding places

rt appeârs thaL bhe use of gross habitat types, such as

criff or frat, âs classes for sampling reproductive d.ata in
IarÊle gul]s, cân be a nisleadinÉÍ approach. Survival is too
variable r+itlrin each habibat type to be properly represented. by

statemenbs such as the mean number of chieks fredged in cliff
versus flai habitats. studies of survival_ of ehicks in large
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€ulls vrould perhaps be more appropriately orElanized by the
approach of üliens (1976), r¿ho contended that the views of
nature presented by many biological studies (,.nathematical
stories") do not adequately aceoun-r, for the "environmental
patchwork which exerts por¿erful influences on the distributions
of orglanisms, their interaetions, and their adaptations., .

wiens \das referring to patches of habitat, but his remarks
apply to any patches, including patches defined. as âreas of lov¡
probabilitv of survival for herring gull_ chicks. He promoted
"intensive field studies undertaken with a conceptuar
foundation of environmental heterogeneity, r+ith patches as the
organizing framev¡ork" (ibid.). This approach contrasts with
the assumption, implicit in some studies (e.g. Hunt and. Hunt
1975) th¡at r,¡ithin each nesting habitat, the nests constitute a

population ( in ühe statistíca1 sense), i+ithin which variables
relating to breecling biotogy are either normally distributed or
do not vary at all. For many continuous variables, such as the
tlepth of nest cups, ühe dianeter of nest cups, the vreights of
parents, and the di¡oensions of eggs, thís assumption is valid
(Appendix 4). However, for many other variabres, particularly
related to survival and behaviour, the behavioural plasticity
of parents and r:hieks means that field. reasurements are not
samples from stable normal d.istributions, but samples taken
from distributions vhich may change dramaticalry during ühe
ongoing stochastic process of development and, survivar of
chicks
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The uneven spatial arrangements of mortality cited by

Davis and Dunn ( 1976 ), Burger ( 1984 ) , Schoen and lrlorris ( 1gB4) ,

and this study mean that parameters such as üeans and variances
of chicks per nest or r¿eights of chicks may not be a Éood
represention of t'he real bioloÉÍy of the situation. The use of
these parameters úay overestimate survival by having a rarge
patch of mortality faIl outside ùhe stud,y area, underestimate
survival by having a l-arÉle patch falr inside the study are,¿ , or
conceal the real- process of mortality by representingf
nultimodal- data with a unimodal model

To avoid these consequenees, si¡oulations can be used to
analvse the popuration dynamics of species rike herringi gulls,
in which dramatic spatial heterogeneÍty occurs. Fliens,
"framev¡ork" can be usetl to organize both thinking and logiistics
in field studies. When single parameters are used to represent
habitats or arbitrarily defined study areas, investigators cân

make use of existing methods of d.ealing vrittr the probrem of
clumped dispersions (eÉ- Clark and Evans 1gb4i poole IgT4;
Pielou Lg77).

REPRODUCTIVE STRÁTEGIES AND VARIABLB JUVENILB MORTALITY

ûne inplication of the variability in juvenile
survivorship clocumented and simulated in this stud.y L¡ears

directly on a major question r+hich remains, which is how

herritrg glulls have been so successful in the recent past. Bven

Lhough different habitats have been shov¿n to åppry similar
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selective pressures to the guJ.Is, orre must sti}l explain how

the gulls have conLended r¡ith the irregular (rccurrer¡ces of very

higtt juvenile mortality, as documented in literature cited.
previously and as shor+n in field data and simulations from this
study. Other simulations have shown (ldurphy 1968, Meats 1921,

schaffer L974) that the optimal reproductive strategy to cope

r¿ith unpredictable mortality of juvenires is to deray
reproduction, reproduce over several years, and have a sma1l

clutch size. These traits, vrhich are characteristic of gulIs
in gienerar, appear to have evorved und.er eond.itions af
environmental uncertainty v¿hich no ronÊier exist for herring
gurls, whc¡ no!? usuall-y use stable substrates for nesting. The

value of these reproductive characteristics Iikely increased
holrever, in thís century, when the density at r+hich heruing
gulls nested increased v¿iüh expanditrg populations. The

sinulations reported here suÉÍEiest that as densities increase,
the variability in survival of juvenire herring gulrs shourd.

arso increase. If this lrere the case, the herring gull would

have been preadapted to deal with its owr¡ success: in effeet,
it already had the optimal life history strategy to compensate

for increased but unpredictable predation on juveniles caused

by i-ncreasing numbers.
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ÄPPENDIX 1

POST_HATCIIII'IG AS Ä CRITICAL LIFB HISTORY PBRIOD

This study focuses on the survival- .¡f chicks tluring the
f irst three r+eeks of life- The choice of this period
(following Dexheimer and Southern (1974) and Schoen and Morris
(1984)) as being critical in the understanding of breerling
triology in herring gulls v¿as based primarily on survival- rates
for eggs, very young chicks, immature bird.s, and sexually
maLure birds. (See Paynter^ (1966) for a detailed treatment of
the importance of chick mortaliLy _i_n creabing tife tai:res. i

t'Jortality of eggs, from predation, breakage, cooling¡, etc..

and bhe mcìrtãIi.ty of chicks in the first two to three v¡eeks

after Lratching has been neasured in several stud.ies (PART 1) of
herring gu11."; and othe-.r largÍe gulrs antl has been found tr-¡ be

variable, and often very high- GiIlett ut a]- (1g7b) summarize

norLality after the first two v¡eeks of life and before fledging
by saying that deatl¡s \+ere "few and spora,Jic". The survival_
x'at'e for the post_fledging portion of a chick,s first ye,ar, and

the anr:ua1 rates thereafter, are high, Bb - 9696 (Kadrec and.

Drury l 96B; Parsons 1g7b; chabrzyk and coi¡lsor: 1976 i Kad lec
1976; Sibly and t'lcCl eery 19Bb ) .

when this pattern of survivorship is expressed graphically
(fig. 20), a ¡¡erY s'Í-ecp portion of 'r,he survivorship curve
bect-rmes apparent-

Meats (197i) :;howeC that in situatiorrs in v¡hich nortaJ-ity
is already high, changes in mor:l.ality rates ílre more important
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tLran ¿þ¡nges in fecundity. it is therefore like1y that herring
gul-Is are already exhibitin€i mauy behavioural mechanisros; rvhich

reduce the mortality of theír chicks during the dangerous first
three weeks of life, and thab searehing for those mechanisms is
Iikely to be r-ervarclir.rg.

Ðiscovering a critical period upûn v¡hich to focus a field
study v¿ourd be of little use if, during that period., sampre

sizes r+ould be very smaLl or if the measurement.s to t,e taken
Yrere of very =t.ì1 d.ifferer¡ces, so that null hypotheses would

be unrikeiy to be rejected (i.e. large probability of rype rr
errors). Fortunately, the deaths of chicks in herring gur.r

colonies are relatively easy to deteet, and occur r¡ith a high
enough frequency during the first three v¿eeks of life that real
differencr=s between statistical populat.ions have a reasonable
probability of being iletect,ed in a short study-
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Fig- 20- The survivorship of herring gurls from laying untir
reproducbive ma tur.i'¿y^
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AFPENDIX 2

¡IOMENCLATUEE ¡31.ìD CÂTÁLOG OF C¿lLLS

several nomenclatures have been used t'o descríbe thr:
vocalizabit-.¡ns of herr-ii-rg guli.- and closely ¡'elated i.;1:(--rties. llo
síngle nomerìciature has ï¡ecome stand.ard, ÊiLher impliciLly or
explicitly- Instead, commou L¡saÉe includes terms used. in a

varie'Lv of publicatioris ( e.É. Tint-¡erÈien 1953, igSg i Moynihan

1958; stout eb al 1969). rn this paper r have tried to ,.rse

terminology whieh reflects zrcceptabl-e current usage. For tt¡e
calls of :rdults, Ti-nbergen's berrninology is ldne most wideiy
used, with the exceptic-rtr of his use of bhe term '.trumpeting

carl". MosJ- ¿u-çl:rirs n'¡r+ ¡'efer to this call as the rong calr.
The in-r.ent.icn rrf Lhis catalog is to provide, for reaclers

unfanii iar v¡ith the vocal iz¿rtions of gul1sr unâllbiguous
definitions of vocal-izations r-liscussi=d in this paper, a¡d. to
outline the n:ppar'cn',- significanct: cf Lhe calls in ihc
cûir¡munication of herrinÊf Ëiuils. To Lhe latter end, r have

I is'bed contexts i Smith 1965 ) , mess¿ìÊie$ ( Smith 1g6b), an<f

neanJ-ngis (Ch':r'ry 1955, igSZ; Smith 1963i associated wiih each

':a11. The I¡ress¿iÈies aud rïr]¿lnings g; i-.ren below h¿ve r:ot been

rigorously determined (c,f _ Smitir ig70zr, igTOb), but have been

'inferred from i i Lc;¡-aLu¡'i: ¿rrìtl prlr's;ori¿il obsu-rvat ions rvhich
,¡1]owed súmÈ r,:.rsùrì.:Lrle cLìtlLìlusiuns Lr.: be ,iravln about messaÈ|es

anrl meanings -

MBW CALL

Tlris ca.iL j.;::;'Ls fr-r-:rn 1 Lo lj sec (irig- Z1A & B). When
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Fig. 27. -îonagrams of cümúon her.rirrg¡ s.¡il vocalizations. A:

uuitonalmev¿call-; B: bii;ü¡r¿¡iruer+c¿l1; C: apor.tionof 'a

lcingi cail; Ð: c¿:il- ¡rol-es; jï: al_arn¡ caIl; F: chokinEi.
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Tinbergen ( 1953 ) gave the r)ame "me\+ cai l " to ttrese

vocalizations, he irnplied -uhat the Has rcferring t o a

homogeneous group of vocar izaLions. This may not be true-
Evans { 1973) found two types of vocalization v¿hich r'iLte,l
Tinbergen's de¿'inition of a mew ca1l: one which r{as uniLonal
(Fig. u 1A) ¿r¡tl orìe which lie termed bitonal (Fig. z1B)- IIe

noted Lhat the latter appeared to be €iiven less frequentl_y i-n

bhe colonies he visited.

The mev¿ carl is given wibh -uhe birf gaping vridely. The

head can l¡e irrcli¡red up c.rr <ì.own, or carr be held. revel.
The characteristic site a-b which Lhe mevr call is given is

on the lrome territory of a breeding aduIt. There are four
conüon contcxts: bhreat, courtship, nest relief, and feeding
of chicks.

in the contexts of ïttrea-v ¿ìncl courtship, the messaÉle

åppears to be l-hat- the sencler- is a male claiming a territory.
The meaning for a rival is that, if he approaches, he v¿iI1 get
i-nto a f ight. The aggressive component has been showr¡

experinent¿lly for Lhe closely related. gilaui:ous-winged gulr

iLarus rllaucescens) (Moynihan lgSBt Tinbergen 1g5g; Verneer
1963; Moyle 1966; l3tout eL al . 1969; Stout IITE). The meanÍ-ng

for a femare is tl¡at the sender is a potentiar mai;e. rn the
cr,,ntext c.'f nest r:eiief t-Ìre messagie is that the send.er is ready

to incuba'¿e- The meanirrg is i-ba-t Lhe paire¡-r., c,n the nest can

ir:ave ttie ne:;i- ,çi--bhr:r,¡i. úrrrL¿:nËiririnÉ; the eggs- Ílhen the ¡oev¿ earl
is i.rsetL i¡¡ feecing, ì;he nressagie j-s that the parent is present
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and has food to regurÉ,itate.

both food and protection are

remaín in hiding.

LONC CÁLL

The meanir:gi tu ttre chick is that
present so there is r¡o reäson to

The rong call, referred to as the challenge l¡y st'orrg
( 1914) atrd äs the trumpeting cal-1 by Densin€f ( 1g3g) and

Tinbergen (1953), ìs also a call which rasts several :;econds
(Fig. 21C) - The f irst fev¡ syllables are Eiiven v¿ith the head
point-eC toward the grountl. The series of louder, more piercilg
syllables are Éiiven r¿ith the head thrown back.

Long calls are g¡iven t-:n the breeding ground.s in three
contexts: est.rbJ-ishing or defend.ing territory, greeting å

reLurnÍ-rrEi üate, and guarding chícks. rn Lhe context of
establishing o¡' ,lefending Lerritory antl guarding chicks, the
Í¡ess¿ige is ij"kr:iy bhe sarne: Lþe sender is prepared tr: fight if
approached l¡v .a straüEier. The nrear:ingi for another gu11 is that
there is a risk associatetl v¡it-h Lr:ying f;o claim t.hat territ-ory
.,r trying Lo aLlack a chick on it. rn a Eireetin€i context,
Llicse ,;a l- is probabry function as exrihanÊied ',passwor.t1s,,,

indicating ;¡rrival and also verifying the identitíes of both
the arrivinEi bird and the, úrle irr res i¡lenct_.. Indivirlual
recoEÍnition of mates by lon€i calls has been shov¡rr for laughing
guIls (Beer ig?ore), but remains L¿rlprDverr for herring gulls.
Sone ¿rnecdt¡i.al i¡-¡dicati'uns that attrlì;s c¿fil r.¡se the long cail
fo.r' inclivi¡1t¡¡iì r't;cr;¿inibit¡ns is given 1,y Tinbc,rgen,s (1g53)

observation of riesL r.elief ,lurj-rtg ir¡cubation.
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CALL NOTE

The call not,e (Fig - 27D) is the v(.rc¿rlLz;aiiu¡¡ ùf dul ls
which is most often heard. rt is åpproximately 1 sec long, and

cùnsists r:f a single syllable. Tt is userl when feeding, wlìr,.n

mobbing predaüors, and v¿hen mildly alarmed. The appa.reni-

{ness¿lge is Lhat t}re se;ir'jingi bird is al_er:t tr.) s;rJme charrgie in the
immediate environnenl. TLre message is that the receiver shc¡ulcl

look out for focd or.r predator. The call Ìs gíven from ¿r v¿irle

ranÉre of postures ûrr 'cl:e grcund, r+hile flying, and. v¿hi1e oi.ì the
i+ater-

ALAR}d CALL

The alarm call (Fig- ZlEi lasts for approximately 1 sec,
and cons,-isLs of 1-hree short syÌlal¡res, sounding like ,,kek-kek_

k,=k"- The calÌ is usualiy given fro¡¡ ¿)r) upright posture, Òr

rvhen fiying. The irost comron stimuli are 1,he presence of ån

intruding neigtrbour ancl the appeårance of ¿r predator or nover
object. This call is commonly given in response to soûe

Ci::turbance coming from inside a blind- If disturbance
continues, the calI is usuar]-y follov¡ed by call notes and

fligii-i-; L'rl -.rttack- Ttre message is th¿:t l-he :ìerlrler is ready to
fight or flee. The meanirtg is t-]'a.. the receiver should be

ready to fight the sL=rìder, flee from thc serrdel', or pirrticipa-r-e

in mobbirrg ir predaior, tÌependirrg on tiie ccntext.
nf t^ft tar^ullut\ _r t\t-t

choki¡ig ( t.;he Lcrminol ûLîy i s aî;tributed to IIobre by

Tinber.ge¡r ( 1953 i wil;hor¡t cil-atiorr i is ¿ì vocâl ization (Fig. ZlF)
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l¿irich is nost commonly used ín courtship, but r+hieh is also
used in a€lÉfressive ,lisplarys (Tinbergen 1g5l). rn the furmer

context, it is given by both øembers oro a ¡rair, starrd,ing over

the nest sj-te v¿ith the body Ìreld !¡orízonbal, ti:e head pointin€i

dor¡n, -t ire mouth gaping, and '¿he body bobbing with the
vocalizations- The call cünsists of a series of glutieral

el-ements. The male and female often vocalize simultaneously.
The úessaEie ,Jr' choking cppe¿ìlrs to be that the sender is

ready to mate, and the meaniugi äppears to be that the receiver
carr consider t,he pair tr¡ be forøed.
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APPENDIX 3

EXPERIMENTAL i'JBTTIODS Ii{ VOCALIZATIOIq STUDIES

rn test,ing for individual recognitir:n of voice, playbacks

of the tape recorded cal-ls often have been used. as à st,imulus,

and have produced üìarìy important contribui;íons. one such

successful study vas Beer,s (1g70b, 1g70c) study of laughing
Éu11 chicks- Given his prcductive use of simultaneous
presentation of ca1ls to chicks in a testing arena, one might
ask vrhy r did not, follorç tris playback ¡¡ethods, instead of Ìris
"live" method. f had four reasons_

There was a FossibiliLy that ttre artificial environment in
Lhe box mighb itlLerfere rcitl¡ Lhe chick's respûrrses enouÉfh to
obscure si¿tistir:¿ily significant differences r+hich night be

1>resetrt. Such 'liffer(ìtfces are rlifficull. to {etect at Lhe best
of t-imes ir¡ behavioural experiments witi¡ sample sizes as snall
äs these, bec¿ru¡se rrf the ¡>ct,sitive correl¿ition t,etv¡een sample

size and pover-

¡lnotlrer aspect r-¡f eon.i-ext in tl:is type of experimept is
the methotL of simultaneous presentation. fn natural siüuations
within a colony chicks do not usually have bo listen to tr+o

calls of equal volume aL ihe sàme time. They

characteristically trear the call of ¿rn a,lul-r- wliile Liiey are ir-r

hicling, arrrl either reply i¡¡ some for¡¡ or' crouch and- continue
lriding :;'ricrri;1y iTinbergen lgbJ j this stu¡lyi - If the
presen'Leil-itrn uÍ Lv¿u c¿1is at tequar volurue:s \+ere tc., gi ive arr

arnbigr.rous nessasi(-. Í,,:.¡ 'l,.hc chick, i bs respojrses v¿oulC Iikely be
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variable or inappropriate- Mor=e rroise wourd be injected into
the data, and as a cûnsequeilce of the Ir_.,v,, power trf bhe te:;ts,
Type iI errûrs wc-ruld be expected.

Technical proble¡¡s asscciated vith the use of tapes could
bias resPonses v¿ithout any clue being giiven to the observer.
These problems have been investigated by Bspmark and Fonstaci
( 1983 ), v¿ho irvesiigared tl¡e degree to r+hich inadequate
repi'ocluctior: qualit;y can generate farse negative results in
playback experir¡ents. They ccmpared original recordings v¿ith

playÏ¡¿lcks of the same recortlings, pro,J.uer-=cl by a range af sizes
of speakers. They found significantly different results, v¿ith

respect to freqrrency parameters and. amplitude. These

differences Yrere Eireater than clifferences detected- by birds in
ir¡dividual recLrEÍnition experinents, and i;herefore yrere

tiefinit,ely large errougrr to gierierate farsc negative results.
The st--orin6i technique tuas r¡ot interpreLabre in terms of

survival significànce. Sone simple response r¡hic6 r¿ould be

se.lecbively advantageous \,/as needed_
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APPENDIX 4

EGG MEASUREMENTS

rn PART 3, whe¡r justífyingi the pooling of gror+th data orr A

and B chi cks only, r referred bo the fact that c eggs y¡ere

significantly smalrer than A and B eggs, and that the intercept
of the grov¡th equation (the weight of the chick at hatching)
for C chicks would therefore be d.ifferent from the intereept
for ¡1 and B chicks. rn this appendix, r present the MAr.IovA of
lengths and widths of A, B, and c eggs vrhich shov¿s the
significant differenee claímed above- The specific nurl
hypothesis iested was that there is no difference betr+een the
dimensions uf C eggs and uther eggs.

Lengiths and r+idths used i¡: this analysis \{ere measure¡j

v¿ith calipers and recorded to the nearest o.01 üm. only
meäsuremerrts from eggs r+hich could be classified. with certainty
¿1S A, B, ûr C v,ref e it:led.

A Ëir'aphic representation of öhe relationship of the sizes
of eggs is shor+n in Fig- ZZ. The details of ilre MANOVA are
given in Tabre g. tlithin bhe three groups, there is a highly
significant differetlce (.X2:45-8, p < O-OO1). fnspection of
Fig- 22' suÊfÉfests that the significance in the above I,IANOVA is
at'tributabre to i,Iie c eggls- To confirm this impression,
u¡riv.r¡'iaLe ÀNÛV/:s and pairwise comparisolfs were conducte,l. For
boih lengths an,] widths, Lhe .{Nor/Ás indicated the presence of a

Significantciffererrc-e(1engths:F=16.5,df=2,I75,p<

û-01; r+idths: F = tr-2, úf = z, ]-rs, p < o-01). A posteriori
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Fig. 22. The reiationship betveen lengith and vreight d.ata of A,

B, And C eg€is- For e¿ch gr(lup, bhe bivariate mean is indicatetl
by a rloi and and an identifying letter, and the scatter of d.ata

points is represented by ¿r ui¡rimum corrvex pr-rrygon.
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Tabre 9. The I'lANovA of the iengths and rçidths of A, B, ancl c
eggs.

Univariate Means:
Eeg

Alr

Mean Length (mm) Z0.689 69. b56 67.771 69. b89

Mean ï{idth (mm) 49. iZ9 49.101 4T -TIS 4A.725

n 84 44 50 1?B

Sums of Squares Matrices:

TotaI

within 761.9 148.1 256.9 68.5 39b.6 Bo.s r4\4.4zgr.a
196.3 7t.6 93.3 361.3

Betr+een 266.9 t28.7

71. O

Total i681. 4 425 -7

¿T¿¿. ¿

CBA

['lilks's À. 0.7?b

Improved XZ : 45.8 (p < O-OO1)
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t;omparisons for both variables, conducted

rejected the null hypothesis of no ,lifference

C eggs and the B and C e€És, but did not
hypothesis v,,hen A and B eggs were ct_rnpared..

v¿ith o( - O. 05,

between the .{ and

reject the nuI1

On the basis of these ùests, it seems reasonable to assume

equar hatchin€i weights ior A and B chicks for the purposes of
simulation in this stuil;-.
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APPENDIX 5

PROGRAM LISTII.TGS

Simulation Program

The fo11or+ing is a iisting of the program PATCIIStrBTES,

which conducts the simulations of guIl breedinÉJ biology as

described ín PAIIT 3.
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PROGRAId PATCHSERIES;

(* DATE OF LAST EDIT: 3 FEBRUAEY 1986 x)

CONST FILL = , H, ;
FI^AXNESTS : 25 i
MAXSE¿{SONS= 5O;
MAXLAG =5j

TYPB CHICKTYPE = (ACHTCK, BCHTCK, CCHICK} ;
DTSARYTYPE = ARRAYI1. . MAXNEsrs, 1. . MAXNESTS] oF REAL;
ÐISTCLASSTYPE : ( INZ5, IN5O, OUTSO) ;
NESTRBC=RBCORD

NBSTID: STRINGts];
NX,NY,DNEAE: REAL;
IIDÀY: ÁRRAY¡ACHICK. . CCHTCKI OF

INTEGER;
WT: AREAYIÁCHICK. . CCHICKI OF

INTEGER;
ÐANGQ, SAFEQ: O..4;
ATTENT: CHAR;
N25, N50: fNTEGER;
BRFTZ5, BRFTSO: INTBGEE;
NEAEID: JNTEGBR

BND;

T.IBSTATUSTYPB = (NORM.AL, KTLLERS, DEFUNCT) ;
CHSTATUSTYFE = ( PREHATCH, LIVING, DEAD, NOCHICK, HOMEFREE } ;

VAR ZARR.{Y:AREAYIO. .49] OF REAL;
NNBSTS, NEST, NDAYS, DAY, T, J : II,ITEGBR;
SEASON, NSEASONS : fNTBGBR ;
L.4G:O..I|AXLAG;
HOLDMAT: .4REAyt1. . MAXNESTSI OF NESTREC;
NESTMÁT: ÂRRAytr. . MAXNESTSI OF NESTREC;
DISTM.åT: DfSAFy'IypE;
MRPRCH: ÄERAyIr. .MAXNE$TS] OF RBAL;
OUTMAT: ARRAY[20- .7O,1- . MAXNBSTS, ACIIICK- . CCHICK] OF

INTBGER;
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BXTANTLIST: AREAY[20. _7O,1. . b.IAXNESTS]
(X NOTE TTíÁT TEJE EXTÁNTLIST IIOLDS THB

OF NBSTATUSTYPE;
STATUS OF I.TESTS AT

THE BEGINNING OF THE DAY *}
L.{STSIÌ{D^AY: AREAYT 1. . }dAXSEASONSI
NFNAUE: STRTNGIzAj;
CH : CIT¿18;

OF INTEGBE;

EDITFLAG: BOOLE^AI{;
NESTFILE:FTT,E OF NESTRBC;
TfTLE, DATB: STRING lZO3 ;
CHICK: CHICKTYPE;
KEYNBST, OTHBRNEST: INTBGER;
SLOPE, INTERCEPT: /\RRAYIACHICK. . CCFIICK] oF REAL;
CURVBI]EIGHT:TIRRAYI 1. .2!] OF REAL;
II.4TCHCOUNT: ARnF,y[ 1. . M.AXNESTS] OF INTEGER;
BASE:ARR,{Y [1. .MTIXNESTS] OF REAL;
MORTPROB: RE.{L;
PR5O, IDC, JÐC, FTT¿STIIATCHDAY: TNTEGER;
PACNT IN 5 O, FECNT fNz S , PRCNT INNEAR : REAL ;

(* FORWARD PROCBDURESX}

PROCBDURB PRESS;
FORWAFD;

( *NOAMAL PROCEDURES ÂNÐ FIJNCTTCII.ISX}

PROCtrDURE ZINIT;
BEGIN

ZÀRRAYtOI
ZAREÁY t 1 ]
ZÀRRAY[2]
zARR,lYt3l
z,lREAY[,1]
ZAEEAY[ 5 ]
ZARRAYt6]
? 

^ññlftrarárl.crlfôt L / j
ZAERAYtEl
zAaRAYtel
Z¿1REAYt 1ûl
ZARRAY[ L1]
Z.åRRAYt 121
ZARRAY[13]
ZARRAYtl4l
ZARRAYt 151
ry aññ^rrr < 

^fi,fl¡r,-tft') I L ro j
ZARRAYT i7 ]
zARR.lY[ 1B]
ZÁRRAY[ 19]
ZARRAY[2O]
zAnRAY[ 2 1 ]
ZAREAYt 22 l
ZARRAYt2s]

.-O- OOOû;
--^ ^4ôõ 

-- \.J. \-,rJU(],
._^ AOñ- ---v.\r/yJ,
._^ 11nn---v. l- l_ / ì, ,
__O.1554;
=0.1915;
-=A - 2257 ;
::$. !$ffQ -

=O.2281 ;
=O. 3159;

-.^ o¡a5-V - .J¿+-LJ,

=0.3643;
=O. 3849;
=O - 4O3Z;
=O. 4192;
=O. 4332;
-.O - '14,52;
=O.4554;
---0. .1ô4 i ;
'_^ Ã-< õ _-v..t/ rJ,
=O- 4772;

¡ÕÕ { -\.r. 9f)¿ -L ,

-,O.48{i1;
=0.4893;
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ZARRÁYt24l
ZARRåY[25]
ZARRAY[26]
ZARRAY[27]
ZÂRRAY[28]
ZARRAY[29]
ZARRAY[3O]
ZÁERAY[31]
ZAREAY[32]
ZÄRRAY[33]
ZARRAY[ 34]
ZARRAY[ 35]
ZAREÁY[36]
ZARR¿1Y[37]
ZAARAY t 3B ]
ZAREAY[3e]
ZARRAY[40]
ZAERÁYt41l
ZARRAYT42]
ZARRAY[4s]
ZARRAV[44]
ZARRAY[ 45]
ZARRÁY[46]
ZAERÄY[47]

=O.4918;
=O. 4938;
=O. 4953;
=0. 4965;
=O.4974;
=0. 4981;
=O.4987;
=O.4990;
=0.4993;
=O. 4.995;
=0.4997;
=0.499767;
=O.499869;
=O- 499892;
=0.499928;
..O - 499952;
--o. 499968;
=O. 499979;
=O.499987;
=O. 499991;
=O.499995;
=O- 499997;
=O.499998;
:O. 499999;
=0.499999;
-:O.500OOO;

ZAREAY[48]:
ZARR.AY[49]:
END;

PROCEDURB SHOI.¡( 1,'.1R IR : I.IESTRBC) ;
BEGIN

T.¡ITH iR DO
BEGII.i

ITRITELN(' NBST NI]IdBEE :

ç,¡RITELN (' X -COOEDfN¿1TE :

WRITELN (' Y_COORDTNATE :

WRTTELN('CHICK A. . . HATCII WT. :

WRTTELN('
I4RITBLN( 'CHICK B. .

ç\¡Rf TBLN('

HATCH DAY:
. HATCH [.¡T.
H/\TCH DAY

" 
NESTID) ;

',NX:6:2);
' , NY:6:2) ;,,[^¡TIACTIICK]);
' ,IIDAYIÄCHICK] ] ;

" 
WTTBCHICK] );

" 
IIDAYTBCHICK] ] ;

" 
[,¡TICCHICK] );

" 
HDAYICCHICK] } ;, 

, ATTENT) ;
' , ÐAllGQ) ;,, SAFEQ);
' , DNBAA :6 :2j ;
',N25i;

" 
N50) ;

" 
BRFT25 ) ;

t nnFmÕË \ -,.Ðñ,rtL¿¡,
' , NEARTD}

WRITELN('CHICK C. . . HATCH WT.
F¡RTTELN(' IIATCH DAY
HRTTELN (' PARENTAL ATTENTTVBNESS :

HAITELN (' DANGBROUS QUARTERS :
WAITELN(' S^åFE QUAETERS :
FWITELN('DISTÂ}¡CE TO NEABtrST:
[^?RITELN('NUMBBR FTITHIN Z. b M:
WRITBLN( 'NLil,JßBR T.IITI.IIN 5. O M:
[.IAITELì{('BEREAVBD I,IITHIN Z. 5 M:
wRITItLt{('BERä.{VtrD I,¡TTÍ1I}I 5. O M:
[IìRiTtrLN ( , NEAEID :

BND
ñ¡lñ _l!r\¡-,,,
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PROCEDURE DåTALOAD;
VÁR ED, EHTRY: CH.AR ;
BEGIN
ÐÏTFLAG : =FALSE;
ASSIGN ( NBSTFILE, NFNAME ) ;
RESET(NESTFILEi
I: =O;
T4ITILB NOT EOF(NBSTFIT.E} DO
BEGIN
I: =I+ 1;
GOIOXY( O, 12) ;
l{RITtrLN( 'ENTERfNG NEST 1 , , T.Z) ;
EEAD(NESTFILE, NESTMATT I] } ;

END;
cLoSB (NtrSTFILEi ;
NNESTS: =I;

ENÐ;
IF (L.AG=l) AND (P5O=0)

THEN
BBGIN

WRITE(',DISPLÁY DÁT^4? (Y,/t'i)' ) ;
READ(CH¡;
[-]RITBLT'T

BND
ELSE

^rr- -tlt, -urt-- l\ ,
I: =O;
F¡HILE CII='Y' DO

BEGIN
.õT ñô^ñ _u!,tf,Ðuñ,
T - 

-T 
. < -f-t+t

L,L'

GOTOXY iA,2) ;
FIEITELN('¡¡EST:', f ),
GOTO.XY(O,5);
SHOi-liNESTM.ATI Il i ;
Itr I <NNESTS TTIBN

BEGIN
[,¡RrrB('HORB? (Y/N]' ) ;
REÂD( Ctr¡ ;
Ftlñ
-f,l\l_i

ELSE
BEGIN
CH: ='¡'¡' -

#*?s'É!\lf ,
BND; (*DISFLÁY DATAxi

trND; ( *PROCBDUfiB*i

trAOCEDURE GËCF¡TI]SET ;(* TT]ESB ARtr 1g7B DÁTÄ X)
(* Á AND B CHICKS ÄRE CLÏFF DAÏå X)
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(X C CHICKS ARE CLIFF AND FLÁT ÐATA *)
BEGIN

fNTERCE?TIACHICKf : =7 4;
SLOPEIACHICK] : =0. 1 12;
INTER0EPT IBCHICK f : =7 4 ;
SLOPEIBCIIICK] : =O - 112 ;
ITITBECEPTI CCHICK] : -63 ;
SLOPEICCHïCK] : =O. 118;

END;

PROCEDURE SETUP;
PEOCEDÜAE MRPREDICTION ;

CONST BO
B1 = O. O12;
RZ = 0.173;
B3 : -O.059;
84 = A.337;

VAR ICH : CITiCKTYPE;
BEGIN

GOTOXY (25, 17 ) ;
WRITELN('PRtrÐICTTNG . . -' ) ;
FOR IIEST:=I TO NI'IESTS DO
BBGI}i

íiATCIICOUI.IT I i.iEST ] : --0 ;
F¡ITH NESTMATTNEST] DO

BEGIN
FOE ICII::69¡¡¡ç6 TO CCHICK DO

IF ilmr 1^r!a - -fYILTUãl\./-l_
HATCHCOUNTINEST] : UÂTCIICOUNT [I.ìEST.l -r1 ;

MRPRCHTNESTI : =BOl
(Bix¡r¡¡g6P¡ *
(BzxDÂì.rGQ) +
(83*HDÁy[é,CiIiCK] i r
( B4XHATCHCOUNT TNEST] ) ;IF MRPECII I NEST] >HATCITCOUNT [ Ì.tIi-ST]

TFIBñ FjRPRCIIINESTI : =IIATCIJCOUNTINESTI ;
Eì{D;

E}ID;
END;

PROCEDURE POLYNOMIAL;
CONST BO = -1.254O71O8;

B1 = 2.G31t3166;
B2 - -O.325849884;
83 = 0_ 014O932L44;
84 = -O. OOOZOSBZTZ31;

VAR .{GE : INTEGER;
SUM, BÄSE:REAL;

nFn î¡rDl1\¡ -LI\
GOTOXY(25,1B);
F]RITELN('POLYNOT{IAL. .' ) ;
ñltt¡ - __^ _ùulfl - -v,

Ti]EN
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FOR ¿{GE:=l TO 21 DO
BEGIN
CüRVEHEIGIITIAGE] : - Bo+

(Bl*AGE) +
(B2*AGE*AGB) +
(B3xáGE*AGEx$Çf,) a
( R4xllGExAGExAGnx¿1GE ) ;

SUld : =SUM+CUEVBHEIGHT tAGE l
BI.ID;

FOR AÇB:=1 TO 21 DO
BBGIN
CURVBIIEIGFIT tAGBI : =CURVEI-IEIGHT [ ¡1GE],/SUM ;rF AGB=1 THBN BASE: =CURVETIEIGHTTAGE] ;
CURVIIIIEICIIT [ ÄGtr] : =CUEVBHEiGHT tAGEI /BASE ;{X CURVEHEIGFIT IS NOW THE WEIGT]T FOR T)
(X EACI] ÐAY'S PROBABILITY OF DYING X}
END;

END;

PROCEDTJRE TTERATE;
VAR INTEEVAL, CUMPROB, DIFF : REAL;

AGE: INTEGER;
BtrGIN

GOTOXY(25,19);
WRITELN(', ITBRATING. .' ) ;
FOR NEST:-.1 TO NNESTS ÐO

BEGIN
INTBRVAL: :O" 1j
BASETNBSTI : =g'
REPEAT

BASB TNBST] : =BASB INBST] + INTERVAL ;
CUMPÎOB: =1. OO;
FOR ÁGB:=1 TO 21 DO

CUMPROB: --CUMPROB*( 1-(BASEINBSTI *CURVETJETGHTtAcEI ) ) ;DIFF: = ( MRPRCH tNESTI /HATCETCOUNT tì-iESTl ) _CUMPROB;
IF ÐIFF>O. OO5 THEH

BEGIN
BASB INEST] : =9656 tNESTI - INTERVAL ;
INTERVAL : =fNTEEVAL,/1O. O

END;
UNTTL (DIF'F<O. OO5} ANÐ {DIFF> O. OO5);

END
END;

BEGII.¡( *sETUP*)
T''EFREDICTiON;
POLYNOMIAI,;
ITBEATB

IAIYIJ,

PÏ?OCBDUTìE RUNPREP;
VAE LAGSTR,PSOSTR: STRINGt5I ;
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PTEMP: II'ITEGER;
PROCEDURE H^åRDHE^ADER ;
BEGIN

FIRITETN( 'TITLE OF THIS RUN: ' , Tf TLE) ;
{Á¡RITELN('CURRENT DATE: ', DATE) ;
FiBITELN;

Fttñ -.9I\IJ,

BEGIN
FOR NEST:=1 TO NNBSTS ÐO IIOLÐMATINtrSTI:=NBSTMATINEST];
GEOWTHSBT;
PRCNTINS0 : =P$QxlQ;
PTEt'iP : =TRUNC i PRCNTIN50 ) ;
STE(LAG, L¿1GSTR) ;
sTR(PTEþIP, P5OSTR);
TITLE: =CONC'{T(NFNAME, ' /' ,LAGSTR, 'DÃY/, , PSOSTR , ,?6, ) ;
FRCNTINSO : =1+ ( PRCNTINSOT'1OO ) ;
HÄEDHBÂDER
BND;

PROCEDURE DTSSTDDAY;

PROCEDURB DTSC¿1LC;
FUNCTIO¡¡ DISTAì.¡CE( NMl, NþJZ: ì.IESTRBCi : RE.{L;

VAR XD,YD:RBAL;
BEGIN
Iir IDC=JDC TI.itrN DISTAI.ICE:-0

trLSE
BIL'GIN

XD: =5¡41- ì'íX-NMZ. NX;
YD: -Nl'J1. NY-NM2. l.IY;
XD: :-fiSxfi¡ -

YD: =Y¡¡Y¡-
D ISTAI'ICE : =SQET ( XD+YÐ i

END
trND;

BEG IÌ{ ( *ÐI',JC¿1LC* )
CLRSCR;
I4RITELN( 'CALCULATTNG INiER_tütrST DISTANCBS' i ;
FOR TDC:=I TO NNtrSTS DO

BEGIN
FOR JDC: =1 TO 

'\¡NESTS DO
BEGIN
DISTMATI IÐC, JDC] : =Df STA]ICEir\¡ESTMATtIDCI, ì{ESTÌí^ATIJDCI ) ;FIRITB(DISTldÀTI IDC, JDC] : I : Z ) ;
EI.ID;

T,IRITELN;
lfltñ -l!rlr., ,

ENÐ; (x DISC.ILC t)

PROCBDURE STDTIATÇIT;
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BEGIN
FIRSTHATCHDAY: =i00;
FOR ì{EST:=l TO NNESTS DO

BEGIN
WITH T{ESTMATTNBST] DO

BEGIN
IF ( WT[6ç¡1¡CK] =-1 ) AND ( tf TtBCrìICKI =-1 ¡
THBN HDAYIACHICI(] : =HDAyICCHICK] -Z;IF (FIT¡6SH1CK]_-r) AND {I.¡TTBCHICK] <>_1)
THEN HDAYIACHICK] : =HDÁyIBCHICKI -1 ;IF FiRSTH¿ITCHDAY>HDAy IACHICK]
THBN FiRSTHATCHDAY : =HDAYIACHICK] ;

BND
END

BND; ( *STDIIATCII*)

PEOCEÐUEE DAYSCALC;
VAR I: INTEGER;
BEGIN

WAITELN('CALCULATING Ti]E TOTAL NUI4BER OF DAYS');
TÁIRITE('REQUIRBD F.OR TT]IS SII.'ULATION:' ) ;
NDAYS: =ÞIESTM.{Tt 1l . HDAYTACHICKI ;
FOE I:=2 TO NNESTS DCI

BBGI}I
IF NBSTM¿1Ti Il . HDAYIACHICKI >NDÄYS THEN
NDAYS : =NESTMAT t I I . HDAY ¡ACHICKI ;

trND;
ì{DÁYS: -NDAYS-r-Z1;
FIRITELN(NDAYS:4);

BNÐ; ( *ÐËiYSC¡!LC* ¡

BEGIN ( XDiSSTDDAYX )
DTSCALC;
STDHATCI];
DTlYSCALC

END; iXDISSTÐDÂYX)

PROCEÐI]RE þÍODEL;

VAR CC, CCZ, NC, NCZ:REAL;

FUNCTfON ALM( CFI : CIIICKTYPE) : BOOLEAN;
BEGIN

WITH NESTM^ATINEST] DO
BEGIN
ALIVE: =TEUE;IF ï,lTlttlj'O TI]BN ALiVE:=FALSE
BND

BND;

FIINCTION 5T¿ITIISi Cil: CiIICKTypBi : CI]STATUSTyFB;
BEGIN
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WITH NESTITATINEST] DO
BEGIN
IF(HTtCHl>O) ^AND (HDAYiCIII>llAY) TIIE]I STATIIS: .FREHÁTCrf ;ÏF(FlTICH]>O) AND (HDAYICH] <=[$y¡ THE]ï STATUS: =LTVING;IF(WTICHI=O) 1'HEl.l STATUS: =DEAD;IF(I^1T[CH1--1) TI]BN STATUS: =NOCHTCK;IF ( I{T I CII ] ::$ 69 ] TIIB]¡ STATTJS : =HOI'IEFREE ;
END

EÀID;

tr'UNCTION AGE (CID: CIJICKTYPE): II.ITEGER;(x rHrs ASSUMES rHE cHrcK Hlrs suRvrvED THE CURRENT DAy x)(X USE ONLY AFTER NOULETTE IN TIIB DAILY CYCLE *}
BEGIN

t^¡ITH NESTIdÄTiNBSTj DO
AGE: =(DÁY-HDAYICID] ) *1

END;

FUNCTiON IPOWER ( BASE : REAI-; POWBR : INTBGER ) : REAL;
BEGIN

IPOI-IBR : ^EXP ( FOI9EE4LN ( BÂ5tr ) )
trND;

FUNCTION ÐAIíPAOB : fiEê,L ;(X RETURNS TIIE PEOBIåBILITY OF DYING T)
iX FOR A SPBCIFIC CHICK/I.]EST/DÀY X)
VAE TEMPROB: RE¿11-;
nF^ rttrlL:,u I1\

Ttrl'JPRÛB : :BÂSE I NBST ] *CUËVEI-1E IG¡IT t AcE ( CIi I CK ] I ;
DAYPHOB : =TEI'IPEOB x IPOI,{¡BE ( PRCti T iì.i 5 0, NBíj TFtÂ T t ÑBS T I . BRFT5 O )E}ID;

FUNCTION RANDNORM :TìBAL;
( X RBTT]BI,IS Â STANDARD IIANDÛì.J }¡ORÈIAL NUMBER T )

iì.ITEGBR;
: EEAL;

BEGIT¡ (x R.$.¡DNORþ' *)
SUl.l := O.Oi
FORI:=1TO12DO

SUM := SUì'l + RANDOM;
RANDNORM := SUM - 6.O;

END; (x RANDNORM x)

trUNCTION DIECALC (I,JOETPROB : IìEALi: IhITBGBR;
( X DBTBE}{]NES TI]E FATB OF A CIIICK BY COMPARING TIIE PROB,IBILITY

TIIAT A STANDARD R¡rì'IDOI'! l.lORþJAl. I'IIiMBBA (TESTPROP) LIBS
IIITHIT.T A ST¿1NDAED ÑORMAL CUAVB TO THE PROBABILÍTY OT ¿cilICK DyINc oN A prânTrcüLl,R D¿ly (MORTPROB). rF

EANÐPROB rs LEss TIIAN þfûarFrîoB THBi.r TI]E cHrcK ÐrES. x)

vAn
ï:
SI-lM
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VAR
NORldNtld, TESTPROB : RB.¿11,;
NINTEYL, INTEVL, FHIGH, PLOI^¡ : REAL;
ZINDEX : ÏNTEGEE;

BEGIN (x DIBCALC *)
NORMNUM := ABS(EANDNOAM); (x GET A STANDARD R¿1NDOM NORMAL

NUMBER *)
ZINDBX := TRUNC(NORHNUM x 1O"Oi; (x FIND INDEX trOR Z AREAY*)
IF ZINDBX )= 49 TI.IEN

TBSTPROB : = 0.5
E'LSE BBGII'I iX INTEBPOLATE Ii

PLOW : = ZAREAYIZINDBX];
PIIIGH := ZARR.åYIZINDBX + 1];
INTRVL : = ( PHfGH*FLOll ) i IO ;
t¡INTRVL; ,::lQ*( ( lOxNOEt'tNUtt) -TAUNC( lOxHOnløbIUM) ) ;
TESTPROB := PLOFI + (INTEVL x NITITRVL);
BllD; (x ELStr x)

TESTPROB :: 0.5 - TESTPROB;
Itr TESTPNOB

DIECALC : =: O
BLSE

DIECÁLC :- I;
END; (X DIBCALC X}

PROCBÐURE ROUI,BTTtr;
(X DECIDBS I,ÙITBTIJEiì A CIIICK LIVES OR DItrS X}
VAE IVJORTRBSIILT : INTEGEE ;
BEGIN

WITH NESTI.JATIìùEST] DO
BEGIN
CASE CTIiCK OF
ACHICK: BEGTN

MORTPROB: =DÀYPROB;IF MORTPEOB<O. OO5 TIIEN ITjORTPROB: =O. OO5;
MORTRBSULT : =¡19çALC ( MORTPROB ) ;IF MORTEESULT=O THBN ¡tTtCIlICKl : =O
Bì.ID;

BCHICK: BEGIN
MORTPROB,: -ÐAYPROB;ïF MORTPEOB<O. 005 TIIEN MOATPROB: =O. OOb;
I'IORTRBSIjLT: =¡19çALC ( IdORTPEOB ) ;II' I'iORTRtrSULT=O TIIEN [qTICIIICK] : =O
END;

CCHICK: BBGill
hltlRTPaoB : =D,{YPROB ;
IF MORTPROB<O. OOb TUEN I"JORTFftOB: =O. û05;
MORTRESULT : =p Tgg¿1L,C { MORTPROB } ;IF MOETRBSULT=O TIIBN I.lTICHICK] : =0ñttn -Jtl'{!,,
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END; ( TCASB*i

PEOCEDUBE T{TINCRBM;
BEGIN
r¡ITII NESTÞí.ETLNESTI DO

BEGI}.i
T\¡T[CITICK] : =RÛUI.ID( INTBRCBPTICHICK] *BXP(SLÛPEICT]ICK] xÁGBi cIIICKi } ) ;IF (WTICHICK] >=5OO) OR iAGE(CHICK) >,=ZI) THEN WTtCHICKI : =bog

BND
tri'iD;

I¡UNCTTON ALLGONB(D : INTEGBRi : ßOOLB,{N;
VAR N: TNTEGER;

GONE: BOOLEAN;
BEGIÞT
GONE: =TRUE;
N: -1;
F{HILE GONE ÁND (N<=NNESTS} DO

BEGIN
GONE : - ( EXT¿1ÞITLIST[Ð, N] <>ÌIORMAL ) ;
N : =¡¡-' 1

BHD;
ALÏ,GONE: =GÛNB
BìItrD;

PROCBÐURB CLOSENEST;
VAR TEMPD¡åY: INTBGER;
BEGIN
FOR TBMFD¡{Y:=(DAY+1) TO (DAY+LAG) DO

BXT¿1NTLIST I TEMFDAY, NEST] : =KTLLEFS ;
FOR I'EHPDAY: =(Drly rLÁG+l ) TO NDAyS 11 DO

BXTANTLIST I TEMPDAY, NEST] : ::DEFUI{CT ;
END;

PROCEDURE UPDÁTEXTANT ;
VAR ELB}dENT: INTEGER;

C: CT]ICKTYPE;
CLOSEFLAG: BOOLE.{N;

BEGÏN
IF EXTÁNTLISTIDAY, NBST] =NORIIAL THEN
BEGIN
CLOSEHLAG : =1çgg -

FÛR C:=.{CHICK TO CCHICK DO
BEGIT.¡
BLEMENT: -.OUTì'JAT[D.AY, I'IBST, C] ;iF iELEFTtrNT=-Z ) oE iELü¡tBNT>o) THEN CLOSEFLAG : -F.4LSE;
EìùÐ;

IF CLOSEFL¿1G TIlEl.i CLOSENEST;
END;

END;

END
EHD;
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PEOCEDURE COMPLETE;
VÂR L^åSTDAY: INTEGER;
BEGIN
CLRSCR;
coToxY( 5, 12 ) ;
I^IRITELN( 'COìdPLETiNc OUTPUT M¿ITRIX. . .' ) ;
LASTDAY: =DAY-1;
FOR DÁY:= DAY TO NDAYS ÐO

BEGIN
FOE NEST:=I TO l.¡ldESTS Dû

BEGIN
FOR CIIICK:=¿g¡11tK TO CCHICK DO

OUTMAT[DAY, NEST, CHICK] : =OUTÌ{ATtLASTDAY, NEST, CHICKI ;
END;

END;
END;

PROCEDURE INITIÂLIZB;
BEGIN
FOR lilBST: .,1 TO NNESTS ÐO

BBGIN
NESTMÄT trl.]EST I : =I'IOLDì.í'AT I NEST ] ;Fltn -.e,t\lJ,

FOR DÂY:.= 2t TO 70 DO
BBGIN
FOR ì{BST: ',i TO NNBSTS DO

BEGIN
EXTANTLIST I D.{Y, I.IBST ] : =NOGM¿IL ;
FOA CHICK:=ÁCIIICK TO CCHICK DO
OUTMATTDAY, i.¡BST, CiiICK] : =fl;
BND

BNT)
END; (*PROCEDUEE*)

PNOCEDUEE SEAS}TFREP;
BBGTN
INiTTÁLIZtr;
CLRSCR;
I'IRITELN('SEASON2',SBASON:3);
T{RITELN('DAY NUþ'BER:' ) ;
FIRITE'LN('NEST NUMBER:' ) ;
GOTOXY( 5, L2) ;
I-¡RÏTELN(' CONDUCTING SiMUI,ATION. . ., } ;
DAY: -tg
END;

FROCEDUNE CI]ICKD¿\T;
BBGIN

C.45tr ST¿1TUS(CfiiCK) OF
trREHATCti: OUTM¿1TIDÄY, ì.¡BST, CI]ICKI -.- -Z;LMNG: ÐtrGIll
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ROULETTE;
IF ALIVE(CHICK} THEN i4T iì.iCRBM;

=NESTM.{T tNESTI . WT I C[Ì ICK] ;

-o;
+,

=50O

ouTl.tAT I DÁY, NEST, CHICK ]
END;

DEåD: OUTId^AT[DAY, b¡EST, CHICK]
NOCIIICK : OUTM,{TIDAY, NEST, CI]ICKI
HOMBFEEE : OUTI'IAT [D/TY, NEST, CHICK]

END
ltrllJ ,

FUNCTION CLASSCALC(ROF], COLUMN : TNTEGBR } : DISTCL¡1SSTYPB;
BEGIN
IF DfSTMATIROI*], COLUMN] (=Z-S
THEN CLÁSSCALC: =J¡¡25
ELSB IF DISTI'iATIAOH, COLUMN] (-b.0

TI]EN CLASSCALC : =1¡¡5ç
ELSB CLASSC.åLC : =391'tO

END;

PROCEDURB INTEENEST;
(XRBCALCULATES ALL INTER_NEST RELATIONSHIPS
FOR NOEMAL NBSTS AT THE BEGTNNING OF
EACH DAY, USING DATA FROM THE EXTANTLIST
^ARRAY, UPDÁTEÐ O},i Ti]E PRECEDING DAYX)
BEGIN

FOR KEYì{EST:-1 TO NNESTS DO
IF EXTANTLIST IDÂY, KEYNEST] =NORMAL

TiiEN
BEGIN

çqii'II ì.¡EÍJTì.J¡,T iKEYNEST] DO
BEGIN
NEARfÐ:= -1;
ÐNEAR: = 1OOOO. O;
1.125: =,O;
N5O: -O;
BRFTZ5: =Q;
BRFTSO: =Q;
FOR OTIIERNEST:*-1 TO NNBSTS DO

BEGIN
IF OTIJERI.¡EST<>KEYNEST THBN

BEGTN (X IF X)
ÏF (DISTþJÂTIKEYNEST,OTHERNEST] < DNBAE) AND

(EXTANTLIST[DAY, OTHBRNEST]
BEGIN

ÐNEAR : = DISTMATIKEYNEST, OTHEENEST] ;
NEARID : = OTHBRI.IEST;

lÏtID; i* IF x)
IF DNEAR > 95OO.O TIJEN BEGIN (X NBARBST NEIGHBOR ISTmCFT F ú rrrùI:L¡ 4)

ÐNBAR :: 0.O;
NBAAID : = KEYNEST;
JIND;
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CÁSE EXTÄNTLISTIDAY, OTHERT.IEST] OF
NORM^AL: CASE CLÂSSCALC(KEYÌ.IBST, OTI]EIINEST) OF

IN25: BEGIN
N25 : =N25+1;
N5O: *N50i1j
ENÐ;

INSO: N5O: =N5O+1i
OUTSO: ( *NO CI]ÁNGB*) ;
END;

KILI,ERS: CASE Ci,ASSC¡\LC(KEYNEST, OTTTBENEST} oF
INz5: BB{IIN

BRFTZ5: =BEFTZ5+1;
BRFTSO: =BEFTSO+1;
íJND;

il-150 : BRFT50 : -BRFTSO+1 ;
OUT50: (xNO CHANGE*);
Er\iD;

ÐBFUñCT: (*DON'T CHANGE COUNTS*);
END( *CASE*)

END; (*FOR*)
END(xrF THEN*)

Bb¡Di *{4ITII*)
END( *IF TI]EHXi

ENÐ( *PROCBDURE*) ;

PROCEDURB DAYCYCLES;
BEGIN

REPEAT
GOTOXY (76,2) ;
çt¡RITBLN(DAY:2);
rF D^AY)=trIESTHATCHDAY TIIEN II{TERNEST;
IF (DÁY=FIRSTHATCHDAY) AND (SEASON=I) THEN SBTUp;

FOR NEST:-I TO NNESTS ÐO
BtrGIN
coToxY( i6,3);
ÍIRITELN(NEST:2);
FOR CIIICK:=ACFIICK TO CCHiCK DO CIIICKDAY;
UPDATEXTANT;
END; ( XCI]RRENT NESTX}
DAY: =D^AY+l;

UNTIL (ALLGONE(ÐÁY_l} } OR (D1\Y>NÐAYS) ;
BND;

PROCE'DT]RE SEASONPR INT ;
VAR NESTCOUNT, CIIICKCOUNT : INTBGER;
BEGIì.i
NBSTCOUNT: -O;
FOR NEST:=I TO l¡i-iEiiTS llo
IF EXTANTLIST[äD.åYS+ i, ]ìEST j =NORMAL THBN

NESTCOtit'lT : =¡¡551'SOUÌ.IT t. 1 ;
NC: _NC+NESTCOUNT;
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NC2 : =NCZ+ ( NESTCOUNT*NESTCOUNT ) ;
CHICKCOUNT: -O;
FOR NEST:=1 TO NNESTS DO

FOR CHICK:-ACHIÛK TO CCIIICK ÐO
IF OUTMATINDAYS, NEST, CTIICK] >O

TIIEN CH ICKCOIJT{T : -CHf CKCOUI.IT+ 1 ;
CC: =ggaçHICKCOUNT;
CCZ: =QÇ2+ ( CHTCKCOUNTXCHTCKCOUì.]T ) ;
DAY: =NDAYS;(x rF (LASTSTMDAYISBÀSON] -:]rfpÄy5¡ AND (Nor ALLGONE(NDAYS) )

THBN F¡RITELN(,DAYS TO EXTINCTION: NoT ALL GONE'}
ELSB TI¡RITBLÌ.¡( ,DAYS TO EXTIì'¡CTION I , 

, LÁSTSIIdDAYtsEÂSoN] } ; x)
END;

PROCEDURB STATPRINT;
BEGIN

WRITELN(LST,'ii¡llMBBR OF SEÁSONS t,,NSEASONS) ;
WRITELN(LST,'ldEÄN CIiICKS LEFTr', (CC,/NSEASONS) :9:Zj ;
WRITELN(LST, 'ST. DBV. : ', (SQRT( (CCz_

(CC*CC/NSEASONS) i¡'(NSE,ASONS-1) ) ) : S: Z);
Ï.¡RITELN (LST, 'ME.1N liliSTS LBFT 2 ' , ( NCz,NSBASONS | :9:Z) ;
WRïTELN(LST, 'ST. DEV. : ,, (SQRT( (NCi-

(NC*NC/NSEÂSûNS) )//(NSBASONS-I ) ) ) : I : Z) ;
BND;

BEGIN (*MODELX}
CC: =O 

-

CCZ: =g -

NC: -O;
NC2: =Q'
FÛA SEASON:=I TO I'ISEASOI'IS DO
BEGIN
SBASTTIPREP;
DAYCYCLES;
IF DAY<-_NDAYS TITEIì

BEGTI.I
LÄSTSIMÐÀY I SBASON] : -DAY-1 ;
COMPLETE

- Farñ]1I\IJ
ñ? :-ñIlL,iira

BEGÏN
LÂSTSIMDAY I SB.qSON ] : =l'ffSYc'
GOTOXY(5,12);
HRITELN('NO CO¡dPLETION REQUIRBD. . . - -' )

ñF 4 õ^irññ-lH?;.J¿lIrltrt\f -tf l_I\ I ,
itND; ( *SEÂSON* )

IF NSBASONS>i TITEN STåTPRII.IT
BND; ( *I'IODBL*i

PROCEDURE PRESS;
VAR RESF: CII¡1R;
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BEGIN
WRITELN('PRESS SPACEB^.åR TO CONTIT.IUE. . . .' i ;
EEåD(RESP)
END;

(XBBTÏNT'IÏNG OF THE IdAIN PROGEÁM*}

nFn tlt.Þ-Éu1N
WRITE( 'ldAME OF NEST DATA FIIÆ:. ' 't ;
READLN(NFïAME);
l^lRITB('NUMBER OF SEÁSONS: ');
READLN ( NSE^ASONS ) ;
F}RITE('CURRENT DATE. ,);
READLN(ÐATE) ;
FOR LAG:=1 TO 5 DO

BBGIN
FOR P50:=0 TO 4 DC

BEGIN
RAI.IDOMTZE;
ZINIT;
DATALOAD;
DISSTDDAY;
RUNPEEP;
MODEL;
EI.ID;

BND;
END- ( *þI,ATN PROGRAMX)
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Data File Creation Program

The folloY"ing listin€f is for ihe progr¿iÍrr wkrich created the
data files used in the simulations run by PATCHSERIES.

PROGRA}d BUILDEVEN;
(XBUILDS DATA MATRICES FOR PATCHSBRIES
WITTI NESTS EVENLY ÐISTRIBT]TED IN A
5 BY 5 GRID*)

CONST NNESTS=Z5;

TYPE CTIICKTYPf,={ACIIICK, BCIITCK, CCHICK} ;
NBSTREC =RBCORD

NBSTID: STEINGI5];
NX,NY,DNEÁR: REAL;
TIDAY: ÁRRÁYIACHICK. . CCFIICK] OF

INTBGER;
I,lT: ARRAYIACHICK. . CCHICK] OF

INTBGER;
ÐÀl'¡GQ, SAFBQ:. O- .4;
ATTtrNT: CHAR;
N25,N50: INTEGER;
BEFT25, BRFT50: INTEGEE;
NEAiìiD: INTEGER;

END;
VAIì IÐ^AREAY: ARR.{Y il.. b,1. " 5l Of itùTECEÊ;

ROItl, COLUMN, I: INTEGBR;
EBSP: CHAR;
PRESBNT: ARRAY[AC[]ICK. . CCHICKI oF BOOLE/IN;
SAMEWEIGIIT: BOOLBAN;
STANDÂRDI4IEIGIIT: INTEGER;
STNBST,NFNAME: STEfNG{2b};
NBSTI"JAT : AÊRAY[ 1. . NÌ¡ESTS] OF NBSTREC;
I.IFILBS, STDQ, STSQ: INTEGBE;
COtiNT, GRIDGAP, li¡BST, STNDRDAY : INTEGBE;
XVECTOR, YVECTOA: .{EEAY[ 1. . 5] OF REAL ;
PREFIX, SÛFFIX : STRfNG ;
NESTFILE: FILE 0F i'TESTRBC;
ïNTERVAL1 , NUI{ßBE r}lCR, INCRBMtrNT : INTEGER ;
CHICK: CHTCKTYPIi;
CilITKLABEL : l,RËÅY[,1Ci]ICK" . CCiiICKI OF STITING{25} ;

PROCEDURE LABBLS;
BEGIN

CIIICKLABBL[é,CIiiCK j : -' l,' ;
CIIICKLABBLIBCHiCK] : =' 6' -

CHICKLÄBELICCIIICKj : -- 'g' -

BND;
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PROCEDURE UAKEIDARRAY ;
BEGIN

IDARRAYI1,1]
IDARRAYI 1, 2]
IDARRAY[ 1, 3]
IDAREAYI L,4f
IDÁRR^AY[ 1, 5]
IDARRÁY[2, Lf
IÐAnRAY[2,2f
IDARRAY[ 2,3f
IDAIìRAY[2,4f
ïDARRAY[2,5f
IDARRAY[3,1]
rDARRÂY[ 3 ,2]
TDARFAYI3,3]
IDARRAY[3,4]
IDARRÁYI3,5]
IDARRÁYI4,1]
IDARR.åY [ 4, Zf
IDARRAY[ 4,3f
IDARRAY14,47
rDÂRRAYI4,5]
IÐARRAY[5,1]
IDARRAY[ 5,2f
IDAnRAYI5, 3]
ïDARRAYI5,4]
IDARRÁYI5,5]

=25l'
=18 i
=L7 ,

=16 i
=Z4l
=19 i
-7;
-o,
-v,
=15 j
-2O i
-â-
=5i
=b,
=141
=2I,
_a -
-T,
-9-
.-(),
=13 i'-r.) -

=1O j
_1 a -
-IIt

=LZi
-o.>-

I.üRITELN('NESTS 1
I¡IRITtrLN( 'NESTS T2
I¿IRITELN( 'NESTS 22

9 IIAVE B I.TEIGHBOURS'};
2J, TIAVE 5 NETGTTBOURS');
25 EIAVE 3 NEIGHBOURS');

TO
TO
TO

END;

PROCEDURB GBTIT.IPUTS ;
BBGIN

I{AITBLN( 'ENTER SMALLEST GRID INTEEVAL ( CM} : ' } ;
RBADLN( INTERVAL1 ) ;
WRITELN('ENTER THE INTERVAL INCRBMENT: 'i;
READLN( INCREMENT) ;
Í,¡RIÎELN('ENTER THE NUMBER OF INCREÌ,ÍENTS: , );
READLN ( NUHBEEINTR ) ;
NFIT ES : =HUì'JBEEINCR+ 1 ;
WRïTELN('yOU WILL MAKE 

"NFILES,' 
FILBS');

FOR CHICK: =69¡¡1çK TO CCHICK DO
BEGIN

Í{RITELN{ CIIIüKLABBLICHTCK],' CHrCK PRESENT? (Y/N)', );
READ(RESP);
FIRITELN;
fF RBSP='Y'

Flrñ -&t\u,

TIIlit{ PEBSENTICIIICK] : -TRUE
ELSB FRESENTICHICK] : =FI{LSE;

WRITELì{('ENTER TIIE IIATCEI DAy: , i;
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REÁDLN(STNDRDAY};
HRITELN(',MAKE THE HATCII I-ÌBIGIIT COÌISTANT? iy,/i-r) ' j;
RE^åD(RESP};
WEITH.N;
IF RESP=,Y, THEN SAÌ'JEWEIGHT: -TRUE

ELSE SAMEÍIEIGHT: =P¿¡59 -

IF SAMEÞIEÏGHT THEN
BEGIN

FTEITELN('ENTER TIIE STANDAED WEIGHT: , };
READLN ( STANDÀEDWBIGHT ) ;

ENÐ;
WRITELI{('ENTE'R THE FILE PRBFIX: ');
REAÐLN(PREFIX);
HRITELN;
ITRITBLN( 'ENTER DANGBROUS QUARTERS: ' } ;
READLN( STDQ) ;
T.¡RITBLN( 'BNTBR SAFE QUARTBRS: ' } ;
READLN( STSQ) ;
HRTTELN(',EVERY FILE CREÂTED I{ILL HAVE THrS');
FJRITELN('pREF.rX AND A SUFFIX SHOFTING THE GRrD');
FIRITEII'¡(' INTERïAL IN METEFS' ) ;
f{RITBLN( 'EG. DUF|MYZ .25' ) ;
WRITELN;
END;

PROCEDURE VECTOEBT] ILD ;
VAE SIGN: INTEGER;

DEVLATTON: RB.AL;
BEGIN

FOR f := .1 TO 5 DO
BEGIN
XVECTOEI I ] : =( I-1 ) x(cEIDG^AP,¿1OO] ;
SIGN: =1-- ( 2*ROUND(R.{NDOþ') ) ;
DBVIATION : =O. Olx ¡çgg¡D ( 3*RÂNDOM ) ) ;
XVECTORI r] : =¡ygCTORI I] + ( SIGN*DEVIATION ) ;
YVECTORI I] : =( I -1 ] *{GBIDGAP/1OO) ;
SIGN : =1- ( 2*ROUND (RANDOM ) ) ;
ÐE'VIATION: =0. Olx (ROUND( 3*RÁNDOI'Ii ) ;
YVBCTORI I] : -YVECTORI I] r ( SIGN*DEVIATIûN ) ;
END;

END;

PROCEDTIBE MATRIXBU ILÐ ;
BEGIN

trOR ROW: =1 TO 5 DO
BEGIN

FOR COLUI'11.I:=1 TO 5 ÐO
nñ^ l tt
Þ11\r 1N

IIEST : --IDARR^AY I ROW, COLU],IN I ;
I.IïTH NBSTI"JATTNBSTI DO

BEGIN
Fmn ¿ rrFdfr dñafFdm;r rrt, ¡r.r.oST, STI'IBST i ;
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NESTID: =CONCAT(' EVN', STNEST) ;
NX : =¡YggTOR t COLUT''NI ;
NY: -WECTORIROW] ;
FOR CHICK: =SÇfllgrr TO CCHICK DO

BEGIT{
IF NOT PËESBITTCHICK]

TÉIEN FITICHICK] : =-1
ELSE

BEGIN
IF SAMEF¡EIGHT

TIIEN FITI CI]ICKI : =STANDARDHBfGHT
BLSE

BEGiN
T.IRITELN( 'ï{EIGTIT OF 

" 
CHICKLABELICHTCT(] ) ;

READLN(WTTCHICK] };
BND

END;
IF NOT PFESENTICTIICI{]

THEN HDAYICHfCK]: =O
ELSE HDAYT CHICKI : =STNDRÐAY;

BND;
DANGQ: =STDQ;
SAFEQ: =STSQJ
ATTENT:='X',
DNEAR: =O;
N25: =ç;
N5O: =Q;
BRFTZ5: ':Q;
BRFT5O: =Ç;
IIEARID : -$;

END; ( xi'IITH ¡¡ESTM.{T*) ;
ENÐ; i *ROFlx )

END; ( XCOLUMNX)
BND; (tPROCtrDUREx)

PROCEDURE STORB;
BEGIN

STR(GRIDGAP, SUFFIX};
NFNAME : =CONCAT ( PREFIX, SUFFTX } ;
ï4RITELN( 'THE FILE NAME f S: ' , tilFN¿lUE) ;
HRïïELN('OK? ' );
RE^åD(RESP};
WRITELN;
ASSIGN ( NESTFTLE, NFI.¡.{ME ) ;
REFÍEITEIrVESTFILE);
FOR I:= 1 îO NNESTS ÐO

T-¡RITE( NESTFTLE, NESTMATT I] ) ;
CLOSB(NESTFILEi ;

END;

BEGIN ( xt'JAIN PFOGEAM* )
LABELS;
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MAKEIDARRAY;
GETINPT]TS;
GEIDGåP: 

=INTERVALI;COUNT: =O;
WRITELN('BEGINNING CYCLES. . .' ) ;
T.¡HILE COUNT<NFILES DO

BBGIN
VECTORBUILD;
¡{RITELN ( 'VECTORBT]TLD COþíPLETED' ) ;
MATRIXBUÏLD;
WRITELN ( 'MATRIXBUILD COMPLETED' } ;
STORE;
GRTDGAP : =GR IDGAP+ TNCREMENT ;
COUNT: =COUNT+1;

END;
WRÏTELN('DONE'};
END.
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